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S~rnopsis •
This thesis is concerned with the development of a
eeneral theory for the characterisation of polarimetric
scatterine problems.
Traditionall¥. two main approaches have been used in the
literature: the first based on measurement of the cOherent
scatterine matrix (Jones calculus) and the second on measurement
of the wave Stokes parameters (Mueller calculus).
This thesis contains three main developments which extend
and complement the published work in this area:
1) The representation of nonsymmetric scatterine matrices
on the Poincar' sphere, usine an extension of the tork
analveis ~irst introduced by Kennaueh.
2) The construction ot a ~eometrv based on the Lorentz
,
transtormation ~or analvsin~, on the Poincare sphere. the
interaction ot partiallv polarised waves with .inele
tareetao
3) The re~ormulation of polarisation scatterine problems
in terms of a tar~et spinor and associated coherencv
matrix. This leads to the construction of a tareet sphere
in 6 dimensions analaeous to the Poincar~ sphere 1n 3
dimensions. This new formulation also leads to the
development of a decomposition theorem for.dynamic
targets based on the e1eenvectors of the coherency
matrix. This decomposition is more fundamental than that
used by Huvnen and the two are compared and contrasted.
~1 •
In or<3er to <3emonetrate ma.n~ featuree of ttle new ttleor'~an<3 to
hi~h11~ht its impo~tance to expe~imental polarimet~~. a laser
based optica1 po1arimeter was constructe<3. Results for the
measured coherency Matrix obtained for transmission throu~h
Quarter and ha1f wave plates are presented and analysed usin~
the tar~et spinor theory.
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Overview of Thesis
In Chapter 1 we introduce the main theme of the thesis. name~v
the use of po~arisation information for tar~et identification.
This is fo~~owed by a brief discussion of the histor1ca~
back~round to the subject and a review of the relevant
literature.
In Chapter 2 we outline the mathematics required for a
description of polarised plane monochromatic waves (called pure
states in this thesis) and show how we can formulate such
problems in terms of a ceometrical Quantit~ known as a spinor.
Spinors form the basis for the mappin~ of pure states onto the
,
Poincare sphere, the ceometrv and properties of which are
reviewed in section 2.4. Finall~. there is a summar~ of the
different coordinate .vstems used in polarisation problems.
Chapter 3 is concerned with a descriPtion of the
scatterinc of pure states from .inc1e tar~ets (ie. tarcets which
can be described b~ a sinale 2x2 coherent scatterina matrix
(S]). We deal with the transformation properties of (S] and show
/how we can map sinc1e tarcets onto the Poincare sphere via a
ceometrica1 construction known as the Polarisation Fork. The
main ana1v.is involves a sincu1ar value decomposition of (S]
with a physical interpretation of the sincular vectors as null
states. This ana1vsis represents an extension of previous
treatments b~ allowinc a ceometrical interpretation Of
nonsymmetric scatterinc matrices. The implications of usinc the
different coordinate .vstems of section 2.4 are also explored.
In Chapter A we introduce the idea of etatietical
fluctuations in polarimetr~ by first considerinc the
Irepresentation of partially polarised waves on the Poincare
sphere. We then discuss the interaction of partial atates with
sin~1e tar~ets via the Mue11er matrix and deve10p a ~eometrical
interpretation o~ such trans~ormations based on the Lorentz
trans~ormation and the Polarisation Fork.
Chapters 5 and 6 represent the core o~ ori~inal work in
this thesis. In these chapters we introduce a new formulation o~
po1arisation scatterin~ prob1ems in terms o~ a tar~et vector
(which we .how is a spinor in a 6 dimensiona1 space) and
coherency matrix. The 1atter is related to the Mue1ler matrix
and the re1ationship between them is interpreted in terms ot
invariants under rotations in 6 dimensions.
With this new ~ormu1ation we are ab1e to develop a tar~et
decomposition theorem ~or d~namic tar~ets and compare it with
the on1~ other such decomposition avai1able in the 1iterature
(Hu~nen 1970). Hu~nen worked in terms of the Mue11er matrix and
it is shown. b~ u.inc the new theorem. that althouch
mathematical1~ correct. his decomposition is but one of an
infinite number Of other similar analvses and so is not uniQue.
In Chapter 7 we discuss some experimental results
obtained from a coherent optica1 s¥stem desiened to investi~ate
man~ o~ the new theoretical concepts outlined in the rest ot the
thesis. Measurements are made of both pure wave states and
sinele tareets in the presence o~ experimenta1 noise. The new
coherenc~ matrix ~ormu1ation is used to anal~se the result. and
extract optimum e8timate~ of the e1ements of the scatterin~
matrix.
Fina11~ we out1ine a tar~et c1assi~ication scheme based
on the properties ot the tar~et vector and, as an examp1e.
consider backscatter ~rom a cloud o~ identica1 particles and
~rom a tarcet composed of di and trihedral ref1ectors.
lX.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the development of a
phenomenoloKical theory for analysinK the interaction of
polarised electromaKnetic (em) waves with dielectric and
conduct inK bodies. Particular emphasis is to be placed on the
characterisation and classification of such objects on the basis
of the way in which symmetry properties of the tarKet boundary
conditions influence the tarKet response to arbitrary incident
polarisation.
AlthouKh the techniques to be developed are perfectly
Keneral, the main application is centred on the anal~sis ot
radar tareet characteristics, coverine the freQuenc~ ranKe 1-100
Ghz (30cm to 3mm waveleneth). Such information is useful in
radar systems tor enhancine or suppressin& radar cross section
(Huynen 1970, Poelman 1983) but is also of potential use for
solvin& problems of em inverse scatterin& (Boerner 1981), where
details of tar&et shape and composition are to be inferred from
scattered field measurements.
One of the most important features of inverse scatterin&
problems is the sparseness of sampled data (Craie and Brown
1986) and one of the central problems is to Quantity just how
much tareet intormation can be interred trom a limited set of
field measurements. 1t is one of the main objectives of this
thesis to examine the potential de&rees of freedom present in
the polarisation siKnature of a tar&et and hence to develop
measurement and analysis techniques capatle of assessing the
usefulness or otherwise of polarisation diversit~ as a source of
tareet information in remote sensin& systems.
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1.2 Historical back~round and Literature Survey
The first recorded observation of polarised li~ht was made in
1669 bv Erasmus Bartholinus, a Danish philosoPher who observed
and noted the double ima~es seen throu~h natural crvstals of
Iceland spar (Calcite). The use of the word "polarisation" to
describe the transverse nature of li~ht was first coined bV E.
Malus in 1808. He made the first Qualitative analvsis of the
reflection of li~ht from surfaces and came to the conclusion
that li~ht is to be found in one of two possible forms,
anala~ous to the north and south- poles of a ma~net: hence the
term "polarisation". describin~ the "pOlarity" of a li~ht beam.
By 1845. pOlarised li~ht had been experimentallY linked
to electroma~netism bv Michael Faraday, who observed and noted
several electro and ma~neto optic effects (most notably Paraday
rotation). With the theoretical work of James Clark Maxwell to
formalise this link. there came a full appreciation of the
transverse nature of all electroma~netic waves, and in
particular. the realisation that li&ht could exist in anyone of
an infinite number of different states of elliptical
polarisation and not just in the two ways su&~ested by Malus.
With the advent of Maxwell's field eQua~ions, the door
was open to a detailed theoretical analysis of depolarisation
effects in em scatterin& problems. TheoreticallY, it was now
possible to solve any problem where tar&et ~eometry and material
properties were known but, in practice, full analvtic solutions
to such "direct" problems are possible only when the tar&et
boundary is expressable in a coordinate system for which the
second order vector wave equation is separable. It has been
shown that there are only eleven such coordinate systems (Arfken
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1970) including cartesian, spherical and c¥lindrical polar
coordinates. This severely restricts the available solutions to
such "simple" tar~ets as spheres (t'irst solved by Gustav Mie in
1908) and in~inite circular cylinders (Raylei~h in 1881). Most
practical problems must then be solved by approximation (the
most drastic tor our purposes bein~ scalar d1t'~ract1on theories
which i~nore entirel~ the polarisation properties ot' the
scatterin~ process) or, more recently, by numerical techniques.
It'direct problems are seen to be dit't'icult,then inverse
problems are even more intractable (see Crai~ and Brown 1986),
allot' which points to the need t'or the development ot' a
phenomenolo~ical theor~, based not on a detailed analysis o~ the
underlyin~ dit'ferentio-inte~ral equations, but on a
characterisation 01' the process throuKh measurement of several
key field parameters which themselves are derived from a set 01'
minimally restrictive assumptions about the process (eK.
linearity, far field scatterin~ etc.). Indeed, the development
of such phenomenolo~ical theories has formed the basis for study
in many areas of' physical science, notably Quantum optics, where
a theory for the absorption and emission 01' photons b~ atoms was
developed 10nK bef'ore Quantum mechanics developed to the sta~e
where the absorption and emission coefficients could be
calculated tor ~iven systems (see Loudon 1983).
Althoush Maxwell's field equations sisnalled the
be~innins of research aimed at a Quantitative understandinK of
polarisation phenomena, a si~niticant theoretical breakthrou~h
had been made in 1852 by Geor~e Stokes, Professor of Mathematics
at Cambrid~e. He developed an important description of polarised
li~ht based on the propa~ation of waves in a mechanical medium
and, althou~h he had no idea then of the link between li~ht and
electroma~netism, his work still remains of fundamental
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importance to a Qualitative anal~sis of polarisation phenomena,
not on1y in em scatterin~ but also in the Quantum mechanical
descriPtion of spin dependent scatterin~ (see Fano 1957, Fara~o
1971). A second important development of the late nineteenth
,
century was the work of the French mathematician H.Poincare, who
developed a mappin~ of polarisation states onto the surface of a
sphere, a ~eometrical representation which has found widespread
application in polarisation analyses.
In the twentieth centur~ the em theor~ of Maxwell had to
be reviewed in li~ht of the new theory of Quantum mechanics. In
particular, the concept of polarisation, usually ascribed as a
wave property, had to be reinterprted in terms of the
particulate photon nature of liKht. At risk of oversimplifyin~,
the essential difference arises in the tact that Quantum
mechanics ascribes polarisation to the interaction of photons
with matter, rather than to free oscillations of the field.
Accordin~l~. photons are found in one of 2 spin states
correspondin~ to the 2 spin states of an electron (the photon is
a spin 1 particle with zero rest mass and so its possible spin
states are ~h). These 2 possible spins are usually interpreted
as the photon bein~ circularly polarised (either left or ri~ht)
since circularly polarised liKht does impart aneular momentum to
a tar~et (Beth 1936). However, the reader must not think that a
polarised wave is then composed of well defined left and rieht
handed photons. Accordin~ to Quantum mechanics, we must treat
all photons as identical until we make a measurement on the
wave. In other words, each photon exists in ,both states
simultaneously. the difterent observed polarisations bein~ a
macroscopic manifestation of the fact that on makin~ a spin
measurement, there are different probabilities for the photon to
be found in a left or ri~ht circularly polarised state. It is in
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such probabilistic terms that we must consider po1arised waves
in Quantum optics.
Turnin~ now to the importance of polarisation in em
scatterin~, we beein by notin~ its discoverv in zoolo~y. In the
1950's the Austrian zooloeist Karl Frisch discovered that the
bee has a compound e~e which is sensitive to the polarisation of
skYli~ht (Wehner 1976). Such information is used b~ the insect
for navi~ation to pollen sites. The bee is not the onlv animal
to use polarisation information in this w~. some ants and fish
also have the capabilitv to detect the polarisation of scattered
li~ht. Indeed. the human ~e is weaklv sensitive to polarisation
as evidenced by the Haidin&er brush (Scientific American 1976).
These discoveries. combined with interests in the
scatterin~ of 11cht bV planetarv atmospheres. revitalised
interest in vector diffraction theories capable of predictinc
full polari.ation effect•• In particular. optimisation of radar
s¥stem performance in the presence of stron~ clutter. as well as
the pos.ibilitv ot usinc radars tor tarcet identitication, led
to an increased awarene•• of the importance ot polarisation in
the microwave scatterin& problem.
With the development ot complex matrix aleebra and its
application to linear .¥stem theor¥. a phenomenolo~ical matrix
description was made possible. Earl¥ work on developine such
matrix theories was performed b¥ R Clark Jones who published a
series ot seminal paper. on the subject between 1941 and 1947.
B~ usin~ Stokes description of polarised waves, Perrin published
a paper in 1942 outlinine a 4x4 matrix al&ebra tor handlin&
partiallv polarised scatterin~, a theor~ which was further
developed by H. Mueller in 1948.
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In radar scattering, the Jones calculus was first related
to the radar cross section in the ran~e eQuation b~ Sinclair
(19U5) and as such the 2 x 2 scatterin~ matrix. called the Jones
matrix in optics, is sometimes called the Sinclair matrix in the
radar literature. Pioneerin~ work in the radar area was carried
out by E.M.Kennau~h (1952) who derived an ele~ant ~eometrical
interpretation for backscatter (the most prevalent case for
radar) based on the concept of tar~et null states and their
,
mappin~ on the Poincare sphere. Experimental and theoretical
work continued, notably b¥ Copeland (1960), Graves (1956),
Hu¥nen (1965), Deschamps (1951) and Gent (195U) but the full
potential of radar polarimetry was never fully realised, due in
no small part to technolo~ical problems. A summar¥ of this early
work is contained in a special issue of Proc IEEE in Au~ust
1965. It contains many papers on scatterin~ matrix measurement
and on elementar¥ use of the matrix information for tar~et
classification.
In the 1970's interest in polarimetric techniQues was
revived, encoura~ed by si~nificant advances in si~nal processin~
and antenna technolo~1es. The most s1~nificant result of this
era was the development by J.R. Huynen (1970) of a set of
decomposition theorems for analysin~ fluctuatin~ tar~ets.
Althou~h his work contains some important conceptual errors, his
ideas form the basis for the decomposition theorems developed in
this thesis and must be considered an important step towards the
development of a useful phenomenolo~ical theory for polarimetric
scatterin~.
Finally, it is worth mentionin~ some major developments
in polarimetry outwith the radar applications.
Mathematically, the problems of polarisation are
formulated in terms of spinors and amon~ the very many texts on
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spinor algebra, the paper b¥ Pa¥ne (1953) and chapter 41 of the
book by Wheeler (1973) are useful for ~ainin~ physical 1nsi~ht
into the ~eometrical si~nificance of spinors. The use of Stokes
parameters for describin~ statistical effects has also been
extended to ~eneralised linear system theory and in particular,
the interpretation of the Mueller matrix in terms of a Lorentz
transformation has found use in many areas outwith em scatterin~
(Bolinder 1959).
The coherency matrix description of polarised waves was
first described b¥ Wolf (1965) and its relation to the Stokes
parameters is usually credited to Fano (1957) althou~h both
ori~inate in the work of Wiener (1930) on ~eneralised harmonic
analysis.
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CHAPTER 2:PURE STATES OF POLARISATION
2.1 Plane Waves
We be~in by considerin~ a three dimensional plane wave solution
to Maxwell's equations, havin~ an electric field vector of the
torm
e • Re[E exp(iwt)],_ ..... - 2.1
where
& - It. exp (-i p-.!)
Eo.. ...., anCS Eo. are complex
r - X! + V! + zm Ithe position vector of a point
P- - (3,,! + Pv! + p~~ : the wave vector
w • 211' t I the an~ular trequency
!. ~ anCS ~ are unit vector., tormine a rieht hand.CS cartesian
coordinat. .y.t ....
There is no loss ot eenerality in usine .uch solution ••
since an arbitrary wave can be expre.sed as a sum ot plane waves
by use ot the Pourier inte~ral (Born and Wolf 1970).
We will show that plane waves ot this type are
characteri.ed by havin~ an electric tield vector which traces
out an ellipse in a plane as a tunction ot time.
Zt is important to note that the eeometrical parameters
ot this ellipse are constant ie. the ellipticity and major axis
.n~les do not varVe Such waves will be called pure states ot
polarisation, to be distincuished trom partial states, where the
seometry ot the polarisation ellipse varies as a tunction ot
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time (these states wi11 be the subject or cha~ter 4).
To show that the locus or ! is e1liptical. and to find
the ~eometrica1 structure of the ellipse ~iven ~o. we derine
two real vectors
~I = Ell! + ElY!tl + Ell!!
Ez = EZI~ + Ezym + Ezzn
where ~ = !.+i~
and ~ = Re [~exp (i¢)] = cOS(¢)!1 - sin(¢)~z
2.2
-2.4
N.B. ¢ .. wt -fi.r
From 2.4 it is evident that! lies in a plane defined b¥ the two
vectors !. and ~z, The locus or ~ is an e11ipse. as m&¥ be shown
b¥ eliminatin~ ¢ from 2.4 (this is achieved b¥ takin~ the cross
product of e with !. and Ez• sQuarin~ the result and addin~).
This leads to the tollow1n~ equation tor e
- 2.5
This eQuation certainl¥ represents a plane Quadric curve. but it
is not immediatel¥ obvious that the curve is an ellipse. We can
easil¥ demonstrate that it is b¥ conslderln~ the special case
where ~. is perpendicu1ar to ~z and lies para11el to the 1 unit
vector. In this case ez = 0 and
Substltutin~ in 2.5. we obtain the more usual form for the
equation of an ellipse
e.Z eyZ
+ - = 1
E.z Ezz
Equation 2.5 is just a ~eneralisation of this result. allowin~
for arbitrar¥ direction of !. and !Zt
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We can ~ete~m1ne the len~the an~ ~irect1one of the major and
minor axes of the polarisation ellipse by expressin~ e as a
linear combination of ~I an~ !z. ie.
- 2.6
an~ from 2.5
- 2.7
The major an~ minor axes correspond with the extrema Of/!lz
subject to the constraint of 2.7. B~ usin~ the metho~ of
La~ran~e multipliers. it can be shown (see Chen 1985) that the
len~ths of the major and minor axes are ~iven b~ the ei~envalues
of the s~mmetr1c matrix
- 2.8
where !r is the 3x2 matrix whose columns comprise !Lt and ~1 ie.
Er II: (I!:I. Ea ) •,.. ...
If WI and wz are the ei~envalues of [WM] then
Tr( (W",l) - WI + Wz = Elz + I!:zz- -
- 2.10
and
The directions of the major an~ minor axes can be found from the
ei~envectors of (Wn] • In particular
e••. /I [Ez X (El X ~z) - wlEal - 2.11.... ... .... .....
e.... II (El x (Ez x Ea> - wzEz) - 2.12... - .... '"
In many instances. it is important to directly calculate the
~eometrical parameters of the ellipse ie. the ellipticit~ an~
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yton or = ~ - Ellipticity angleax
02= ax\ay - Wave amplitude
6 = Inclination angle
FIG.l POLARISATION E LLI PSE
(0,6, r) (0,6 .11'/2,- t' )
/
/
FIG.2 ORTHOGONAL POLAR ISATIONS
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major axis inclination angles T and @ (see fi£ure 1). These can
be derived from the e1~envalues and ei~envectors of [W~] as
tan("t) II< (WZ/WI)IIZ - 2.13
cos (") = ( Ea X (El X Ea) - WI El)la- - ~ -
-90- < e < 90'
- 2.14
where [l. is the x component of the normalised vector.
Two cases are of special importance:
a) det{[W~l) - 0 defines the condition for linear
opolarisation ie. ~ - 0
b) If WI = WZ. [WM] has de2enerate ei2envalues and the
wave is circularl~ polarised ie.1T \.. 45'
Note that for each ellipse, specified b~ the three parameters
WI. ~ and"t. we can define two polarisation states dependin2 on
the sense of rotation of e as a function of time. To account for
these we define the sense of polarisation as left or ri2ht.
dependin~ on the sense of rotation.
To be more specific. when detinin~ the sense we have
to decide on the followin~ conventions:
1) Whether to 100k at the temporal variation of the vector e in
a fixed plane or to examine the spatial variation of e for fixed....
time. These are not the same ie. a clockwise temporal variation
corresponds to an antic10ckwise spatial variation and vice
versa.
2) Whether to define the sense of rotation b~ 1oo~in2 a10n2
(parallel) or a2ainet (antiparallel) the direction of
propa~ation. Evidentl~. the sense of rotation will.depend on
which convention 1s used.
3) Final1V. we have to decide whether left sense polarisations
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correspond to clockwise or anticlockwise rotations of ~.
In this thesis the an~ular momentum convention will be
adopted because of its widespread use in physics and antenna
en~ineerin~. Accordin~ to this convention, the sense 1s defined
by lookin~ at the time variation of e in a fixed plane (~iven by
z=O). When lookin~ a~ainst the direction of propa~ation the
followin~ definitions then apply:
clockwise rotation is left handed
anticlockwise rotation is ri~ht handed
As an example, left and ri~ht circular are written
!L = cos(wt)! + cos(wt+ if/2)~
e.. = cos(wt)! + cos(wt- 'T'T/2)!!!
or ~IIT = (1.. i. 0) - 2.1.5
or EllT = (1., -i. 0)-- - 2.1.6
This convention parallels that of h1~h ener~y ph¥sics, where the
direction of intrinsic an~ular momentum. or spin. of a photon is
defined accordin~ to a ri~ht hand rule: a ri~ht circular photon
has an~ular momentum +h (where h 1s Planck's constant) and so
its spin is directed parallel to the direction of propa~ation,
while a left circular photon has an~ular momentum -h and its
spin points in a direction opposite to that of the propa~ation
vector.
The matrix formulation outlined above follows that of
Chen (1985), where further details may be found (Nye (1983) uses
a similar idea but a sli~htlY different matri~). This approach
has three clear advant&~es over other formulations (such as
detailed by Born and Wolf 1970):
1.)It uses a wave matrix which provides a link with other
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aspects of po1arisation a1~ebra. This is important when stu~yin~
the spatial and temporal structure of polarised fie1ds. as
detailed by Nye (1983). He examines the spatial variation around
points of circular polarisation by perturbin~ the wave matrix.
2) It employs real vectors !I and ~z in p1ace of the complex
Quantity ~. so a ~eometrical interpretation is strai~ht
forward.
3) It is perfectly ~eneral. bein~ applicable for any plane wave
propagating in space, independent of the reference axes chosen.
In many instances the third feature is not essential.
since we can arran~e the reference axes so that !:or= 0 e~. a
plane TEM wave propa~atin~ alon~ the optic axis.
In this case we can write
This simplification allows an important new formulation to be
used. for which we define a complex vector
!o - [::] -2.17
where
E. = En + iEz.
a, = ElY + iEzy
We can still use the matr"ix [WJ to find the polarisation
ellipse. but in this case it pays to treat ~o as a sin~le
~eometrical Quantity known as a complex vector or spinor(see
Payne 1953).
A spinor has potentially four de~rees ot" freedom (derived
from the 2 complex coefficients El and Ey) ie.
II. 1\
Eo = E. x + Ey Y
1\ 1\where x and yare orthonormal complex vectors (which may or may
not equal the space vectors! and ~)
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ie. /I Ax'T • y ::: 0 2.1.8
1\ 1\
X and ~ are called the polarisation base states and (x,y)
defines the reference bsse for ~. As an example. we very often
express every polarisation as a linear combination of horizontal
and vertical linear base states. for which the base vectors ~
1\and ~ are real and may be expressed in terms of the two spatial
unit vectors 1 and m as
" " [0
1
]x ., h ..
We can easily senerate a ranse of other base states.
~ [COS(A)]
.. -sin(A)
~ ..[Sin(A)]
cOS{A)
by rotatins the reterence axes throush an ansle A. These real
states correspond to orthosonal 1inearly polarised waves. We can
also create a new base by allowins orthosonal elliptical
II 1\polarisations (fieure 2). in which case x and yare complex. For
example. we can choose lett and risht circular as a reterence
base by usinc the base vectors (still expressed in terms ot 1
and ~)
Clearly. we cannot transform from linear to elliptical base
states via a simple plane rotat~on.
As an attempt at find1ns a seometrical interpretation of
the chanse of base. we misht try to map polarisation states onto
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the complex plane. To do th~e we have to vepreeent ! by a e1n~le
complex number, and not by the spinor ~. We can do this by
definin~ the complex polarisation ratio, f' as:
f '"'E,,/E. = tan(a.) exp(i b ) - 2.19
where 0 < Cl. < 11" /2 and 0 < 6 < 2 'TT"
/ is the ratio of the components of ~ and has only two de~rees
of freedom. as expressed bV the parameters Cl. an~ b known as
the Deschamps parameters (Deschamps 1951). As ~efined. ~ is
insensitive both to the absolute phase of E. an~ to the
amplitude of the ellipse. Despite this. we can still calculate
the ~eometry of the polarisation ellipse from f (as we will
show later) and this. combine~ with the ability to represent
polarisations as points on the complex plane. makes ~ a useful
parameter in polarisation analyses (see Rumsey 1951, Boerner
1981).
However. the chan~e of ~ase is still not simply related
to a rotation in the complex plane and to develop a more
complete ~eometrical model. we have to return to ~o an~ examine
the properties or apinors in more detail.
In the next section. we will consider the way in which
rotations in three dimensional space are described via
Quaternions. By considerin~ the properties of spinors and their
relation to Quaternions. we will arrive at a one to one
correspondence between the set of all possible polarisation
states and the surface of a 3-sphere. a result which means that
the transformation or base is ~eometricallY equivalent to a
rotation in a real 3-dimensional space.
In polarisation al~ebra this sphere is calle~ the
Poincare sphere and we will return to examine its properties in
section 2.4.
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2.2 S~ino~ Algeb~&
Spinors a~e complex Quantities, $, which transfo~m under complex
matrix operators [S] as
$' [5] • $ - 2.20
where
s =[:} [COSO. exp (iva>Jeina.exp(ivv) - 2.21
and x,~ are orthonormal basis vectors, with
[S] = [Sal sn]
s., Svv
SIJ are complex
The name spinoI' derives from the close association between
uni tar~ transformations of $, where [SPT = [S)-1 •and rotations
of a real vector. r = X! + ~~ + z~ in a 3 dimensional space. In
the former case $.T.$. the ma~nitude of the spinoI'. is an
invariant, while in the latter, r is an invariant under
transformations of the form
r' = [03]. r,.. - 2.22
where [~] is a real ol'tho~onal matl'ix. specified b~ thl'ee
Euler an~les a,b and c so that
[03] = [A). [B). [C)
where
[A] = [~ ocoe(a)-sin(a) o ] .sin(a)coe(a)
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[B)
[ CO~(b) 0 -Sin~b)]1
sin(b} 0 eos(b}
[ cos(c) sinCe} 0 ]-Si~(e} cos(c} 0
0 1
[C)
and a, band e represent rotations about the x. y and z axes.
NB. Goldstein (1980) details 12 diPPerent conventions Por the
Euler an~les. the above bein~ known as the Tait-Bryan or
en~ineerin~ convention.
The laws ~or combinin~ transformations of the spinor $
are related to those Por combinin~ rotations in 3-space and it
is the purpose o~ this section to investi~ate the nature of this
relation.
It is well known (see Misner 1973) that rotations in 3
dimensional space cannot be descibed by scalars or vectors, and
that the laws ~or combinin~ them are formulated in terms of a
Quantit~ known as a spin matrix or Quaternion. In this
formulation a rotation of x de~rees about an axis which lies in a
direction specitied by the three an~les a,£ and y is written
[R] - cos (x/2 )cr. - isin (.,,"/2) [er.cos(/.+ trycosf;;+ tTzCOSY]
= cos(A/2)er.-iein(x/2) [g.!,))
• exp{-ix[~.nJ/2) - 2.23
where ~ is the 2x2 identit~. ~ the vector of direction cosines
and u the Pauli matrices ~ivcn by
[Cl -1Jcrz ;. i 0 - 2.2l1
which satisfy the followln~ relations
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where b IJ is the Kronecker symbol, £ IJI< ttle permutation symbol
and <'0 the 2x2 identity matrix.
In particular, for a rotation of x about the x, y, and z
axes, respectively, we have
[
COS(.,.'/2)-isin (x/2 > ]
[Rh =
-isin(x/2) cos(x/2) [
COS(X/2) -SineX/2>]
[R] z =
sin(x/2) cos(x/2)
and
[
exp (-ix/2)
[R] I =
o
Note that (R] is a 2x2 complex unitary matrix
ie. [R]-' = [R]-l and det( (R] )=1
When written in this form, the law tor combinin~ rotations (RI]
and [Rz] to produce a ttliI'd• [R,]. is particularly simple and
~iven by Hamilton's tormula
- 2.25
In order that [R] operate on a real vector r. we construct a
spin matrix [X] from ~. ~iven by
[
X Y-iZ]
y+iz -x
a:: e, r - 2. 26- -
and under the operation of [R], [X] transforms as
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[X]' = [R]. LX]. [R]·T - 2.27
where det([X]') = det([R]).det([X]).det([R]·T) = det([X]) = r·T.r- ....
BV direct com~arison with the Euler an~le ~ormulation
discussed earlier, we can see evidence o~ a close corres~ondence
between 2x2 unitary matrices, [R], and 3x3 real ortho~onal
matrices, [03]. For examp Le , the matrix [A] corresponds to RI.
in that both represent rotations about the x-axis (similarly [B]
and [C) correspond to Rv and Rz ).
We can ~ormalise this correspondence by de~inin~ the
~roups SU(2) and 03+ as. respectivel~. the ~roup o~ all 2x2
unitarY and 3x3 real ortho~onal matrices, both havin~
determinant = +1. Further. if two Kroups X and Y have a one to
one correspondence between their elements then they are said to
be isomorphic. while if the correspondence is two (or many) to
one, we say that the ~roups are homomorphic (see Arfken).
The correspondence between SU(2) and 03• is not a simple
one to one relationship because of the appearance of the half
an~le in [R]. For example
[C(c+360·)] = [C(c)]
but [R( c/2+18oe) lz =. - [R (c/2) lr
hence both [R(c/2)]z and -[R(c/2)]z correspond to [C(c)]. For
this reason SU(2) and ~. are 2-to-l or homomorphic.
BV definition. the spinor $ trans~orms under [R) as
s ' = [R]. $
from which we can show that $ and the vector r are related via
the spin matrix
- 2.28
so that r = 1/2 Tr( (x) . sr),...
ie.
r = (x.y.z). is called the associated lon~itu~inal vector ot
the spinor (see P8¥ne 1953).
Before lookin~ at the interpretation of these ideas in
the context of polarisation. we must first extend the concept of
a rotation matrix to incorporate Lorentz transformations of a
four vector. ~. We will need such transformations when
considerin~ partial states and tar~et operators in chapter A. We
can procee~ by detinin~ a tour vector
We can tit this with our previous ideas by ~eneralisin~ the
concept of a spin matrix to
- 2.29
.[:::~,
where g"= 1/2 ($ ••$.·...S.,.$".). transforms Iike a scalar while St.
= (~I.gZ.g~) is the long1tu~inal vector of $.
Remembering that det{X) ~ d. must be a transformation invariant.
we can postulate a transtormation of the torm (Misner 1973)
txr ' = [Ll.[X).[Ll·T de t ( [L)) == 1. - 2. 30
where [L] is called the Lorentz spin matrix ancl is obtainecl from
[R] by allowin~ complex an~les of rotation such that
[L] = exp[{-iX!!+CJ.~).~/2] - 2,::
where x is a real an~le of rotation ancl a~ is a vector specifYinQ
the direction and ma~nitude of a "boost" for the spinoI' !o (see
section U.3 for more details).
2.3 The Wave SpinoI'
In this section we will look at the implications of usin~ spinoI'
al~ebra for the description of polarised waves.
We will be~in by identiyin~ Eo as a spinoI' (see 2.17) and
hence associate the Deschamps parameters with 2.21 (where we
def'ine ~ ..Yy -Y.). As mentioned in section 2.1, we can express !o
in terms of' an inf'inite number of' orthonormal base states.
(X,v), and in order to make use of' spinoI' al~ebra we must look
more closely at the details of the chan~e of base
transformation.
The chan~e f'rom (x,y) to (x',v') is a linear
transformation in C2. the complex 2 dimensional space. The only
constraint is the invariance of' the orthonormal conditions,
2.18, which f'orce the transf'ormation matrix. [~]e, to be
unitary. Hence (see Goldstein 1980)
[~:]. [CO ea . ex~)( i (2) )-sina.exp(-1b .ina.eX~(16iJ [~]coso. exp(-i0) . '" - 2.32
o represents a phase ref'erence for the new base states and is
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not ~rupovtant ~n determinin~ /Ithe ~eollietric&lparameters of x
Aand y'. In many instances it is factored from the matrix, which
becomes
[
eXP(i0/2> 0]
[U2 J. = ° e xp (-H~/2> [
CO so ei no .ex p (1b >]
-sina.exp(-1S> coso
- 2.33
The first component is just [R]., which as we saw in section
2.2, corresponds to a rotation of 00 about the x axis in a
3-dimensiona1 space. By i~norin~ this rotation, we can express
the transformation matrix in terms of the comp1ex po1arisation
ratio, ~ • as
- 2.3U
We can write an arbitrarily polarised wave as
A 1\
e - E.x + E,V
or
E· ...· IISt - • x + E,'y'
By substitutin~ tor ~'. y' and eQuatin~. we obtain an eQuation
for the transformation of coefficients (as opposed to base
states)
- 2.35
where [Uz], = [U2 J.T. In all fUrther calculationewe will drot'
the "B" and "C" subscripts and write [U2] for the matrix
describin~ the chan~e of components le [Uzlc•
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1\Note that f ie the complex polarisation ratio derinin~ x' in
1\ 1\terms of x and ~ e~. if (x,y) is horizontal and vertical linear,
(h,v), and we wish to transform to left and right circular
,(1,r), then p :;; i and
Having established the unitary nature of the change of base
transformation. we can use the results of section 2.2 to
identify [U2J with [RJ and say that the change or base is
equivalent to a rotation in a real 3-dimensional space. We can
also calculate the vector E' associated with !o, from 2.28 and
so associate a unique point in 3-space with any given
polarisation state. In addition. all states of the same
amplitude must 11e on the surtace of a sphere, called the
Poincare sphere.
In summary. by using a homomorphic relationship between
two groups we have turned a complex problem into an equivalent
real space problem. This result is ot paramount importance
because it enables us to solve polarisation problems by
considering only rotations ot a sphere in 3-space.
The only remaining problem is to relate the Euler angles
a. band c to the geometrical structure ot the polarisation
ellipse.
We saw in section 2.1 that the polarisation ellipse can
be specified b~ three parameters. namely a, @ and L. If we
assume, initially, that the major axis is aligned with the
reference x direction, taken as the unit vector 1, then we can
express ~ in terms of T as follows:
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e = [ acos(~).coe(0)] =
-asin(T). sin(0)
-l aCOS(T)]
iasinet)
exp (H) - 2.36
where 0 = wt - p-.r and
Eo = [COSCt)]
a isin("t:)
- 2.37
If the major axis makes an an~le ~ with the reference x axis. we
can modify this equation Quite easily to ~ive
Eo = a [cos (~> -sin (19 >1
sinCe) COS(~~
reos (T) ]
LiSin (""C)
- 2.38
By f'ormin~ E.I and eQuatin~ with cos2a we can derive an equation
relatin~ 0. to the ~eometrical parameters:
cos(20.) = cos(28).cos(2~) - 2.39
In order to relate S to tj and -c , we must consider the chan~e
of base matrix. [Uz), in terms of a chan~e of ellipticity, Tc;,
and inclination an~le. ec;. This has the form
[U
z
} = r cos("Cc) iSincrc;~ [cos(~c;) -Sin(~c;)J
~sln (1: e> cos (Tc:>J sin (9c;) cos (c9c;)
- 2.40
Note that the ~c component is derived from
[
c 0 s (1:+ "Cc; )] =
isin('t+~)
r cos(~) iSin("'t:c;~ r COS(T>]
LiSin(rc:> COS("t'c;~.~Sin("C)
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B;y comparinlt this with 2.23 we ean stlOW tha.t (see Deectlarn~e
1951)
tan ( b ) = tan (zr)•csc (2 ~) - 2.41
The inverse relationships ma;y be similarl;y derived as
tan(2®) = tan(2a). cos( 6 ) - 2.42
sin(2't) ..sin(2a).sin( £ ) - 2.43
Equation 2.•0 is the kev result. when we write it in the rorm
(Ual .. exp{ i2't•c5',). exp (i28.C1"1)
we can make a direct comparison with 2.23 and hence arrive at
our desired relationship between the Euler ancles and the
~eometrical parameters of the polarisation ellipse.
This result indicates that. startinc trom a reference
linear polarisation. we can move to anv other state (specified
bV @ and "t" ) on the pOincar' .phere bV undertakinc two rotations:
first. 2e about the z axis (lon~itude on the sphere) and
aecondlv. 2L about the new ;y axis (latitude).
Realisinc that 2't and 2~ are just the latitude and
/10neitude of points on the Poincare sphere, we can use equations
2.39 and 2••1 to prove that the Deschamps parameters are related
to the eeometrical parameters bV the formation of a rieht aneled
SPherical triancle (see ficure 3).
In order to move from point to point on the sphere, we
need onl;y know two ancles. but. as we saw earlier. we need three
Euler aneles to describe an arbitrarv rotation in 3 dimensions.
We must therefore examine the ph;ya1cal aicnif1cance of the
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third comp onent , [R]I,
This an~le specifies a rotation of the whole coordinate
system about the final x axis (ie. about a line jo1nin~ the
centre of the sphere to the point representin~ the ~
polarisation state). As mentioned earlier (see 2.33), this an~le
depends only on the phase reference taken for the new base
states.
2. II Stokes Parameters And Tt-lePoincar~ Sphere
In the last section we saw that by usin~ the results of spinor
al~ebra, we could map all polarisation states onto the surface
,
of the Poincare sphere. The latitude and lon~itude of points on
this sphere are simply the double an~les 2~ and 2~, where ~ and ~
are the ellipticity and inclination an~les of the polarisation
ellipse. We also tound a simple relationship between the
~eometrical and Deschamps parameters, as ~iven by eQuations 2.39
and 2.41.
In this section we will look more closely at the
distribution ot states over the surtace Of the sphere and at the
relationship between the an~ular and cartesian coordinates ot
points in polarisation space. In the process we will discover a
~eneralised torm ot the law ot Malus, concernin~ the
polarisation efficiency ot receivin~ systems; discuss some of
the different coordinate systems used tor describin~ the sphere
and introduce the concept ot polarisation tilterin~.
There is a ~reat deal ot symmetry in the distribution of
~polarisation states over the Poincare sphere (see fi~ure 6).
These properties may be summarised as follows:
1) The set of all linear polarisations map onto the eQuator,
which separates two symmetrical hemispheres, the upper
representin~ left hand elliptical polarisations and the lower. a
r l.G l' .,
similar set of ri~ht handed states.
2) Ortho~onal polarisations have an inclination an~le difference
of 90 de~rees and opposite sense (with the same magnitude of
ellipticity), and so are antipodal on the sphere.
3) Left circular lies at the north pole (T = 45') with ri~ht
circular at the south pole (~== -45·), as consistent with the
an~ular momentum convention (see 2.1).
4) The radius of the sphere is proportional to the amplitude of
the wave ie. E.z+Eyz. Usually, we normalise this ampl.itude to
unity and consider only transformations of @ and T . In many
instances, amplitude information is of secondary importance (e~.
when lookin~ for polarisations which produce a null measurement)
in which case, normalisinK the radius of the sphere is
unimportant and all.ows a convenient representation of the deKree
of polarisation ot partial states (see 4.1).
In order to calculate the cartesian coordinates ot points
in polarisation space, we can use eQuations 2.26 and 2.28 to
create a polarisation spin matrix. [J). called the wave
coherency matrix (Born and Wolf 1970)
[J) • Eo. Eo·'.... - - 2.45
[J] is the startinK point for a discussion of partial states,
which are the subject of chapter 4. and for now we need only
recoKnise the tact that we can calculate the elements of the
lonKitudinal vector, g~, from
i == 1,2,3 - 2.46
where ~are the Pauli matrices (see 2.24). The components are
eiven explicitlY as
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Ia:l= "i(E.z - Ey2) = ElCOB(2~)coe(2'r) -2.47
&2 = Re(E •• Ey·) = aBin(2~)coe(2"t) 2.48
a:"= 1m(E •.Ey') = Elsin(21") 2.49
These are the x. y and z cordinates of a point on the Poincare
sphere and clearly
We can combine "a" with KR to torm a sina:le 4-vector. called a
Stokes vector. Kiven by
K .. (Ko.K 1 • Kz•a:a)-
where
I
Kt:. - i_Tr([J].<S".;) i .. 0.1.2.3 - 2.50
and d4 = 0 (see 2.29 and fiKure 5)
A clear measure of the proximity of two points. with
normalised position vectors r, and ~•• is the inner product
rr.re = cos(x) - 2.51
where x is the anKular separation of points on the sphere. If we
form the dot product of the normalised Stokes vectors
representinK these states we obtain
Kr. ~ = l+cos (x) = 2cosz (X/2) - 2.52
This is a Keneralisation of Malus' law (Hecht and Zajac 1980),
usually derived for linear polarisatione but which in this CElse
applies to any two points on the surface of the sphere.
When makinK measurements on a polarised wave. the
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receiver will u8uallv be weighted (intentionallv or not) to be
more responsive to some p01arisation states than to others. For
example, in optical systems we very often use linear or circular
polaroid in combination with a detector such as a photodiode or
photomultiplier. In radar systems we receive the ref1ected
si~nal via a receivin~ antenna which may, for example, be a
dipole or helix. In either case, we wi11 refer to the receiver
as a polarisation filter and can study its properties on the
Poincare sphere usin~ eQuation 2.52.
The first point to note is that the loci of constant
response for such a filter are circles centred on the receiver
matched polarisation (defined as the incident state for which
the received power is maximum).
To plot polarisation states in a convenient form, we
very often use plane projections of the Poincare sphere. and
because of the existence of these circular loci. it is useful to
consider projections which transform circles on the sphere into
circles on the plane. One very common such projection is the
Polarisation Chart (see fi~ure 4). Note that two such charts are
needed. one for each hemisphere and. althoueh similar to an
polar orthoeraphic projection (which projects all states onto
the el.eZ plane). there is a subtle difference caused b~ a
chanee in radial scale. Nonetheless. its eeneral features are
the same, with circular mapped in the centre and all linear
polarisations around the outer circumference. We will present
experimental results on such a chart in chapter 7.
Finally. we will spend some time considerine the
different coordinate systems used for describin~ polarisation
,
states and the Poincare sphere. We have already met one possible
Source of confusion over the choice of convention for circular
polarisation (see 2.1). but there are two other main areas of
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convention to be decided.
In radio en~ineerin~, care is needed when de~inin~ the
matched polarisation of an antenna. The problem arises because
it is conventional to define the polarisation of an antenna as
that which it transmits ie. from a r1~ht handed coordinate
system with positive z direction pointin~ away from the antenna.
This poses no problem for transmitted states but, when the
antenna is used as a receiver, we have a conflict of
coordinates: the wave state is referenced to a ri~ht handed set,
with positive z in the opposite direction to the antenna (fi~ure
7). If we call the antenna coordinates (l,m,n)Tl and the wave
coordinates (l,.,n)••, we have the fo~~owin~ re~ationship
between them
1 100 1
- 2.53m • 0 -1 0
o 0-1
m
n TI n ••
This result has two main consequences for the wave spinor ~. In
the first place we have to use (l.-m) instead of (l.m) for the
reference linear base. This has the effect of turnin~ a, B , ~
into a, -e, - 1: in the antenna coordinates (Hu~men 1970).
We have still to account for the chan~e in z coordinate,
which corresponds to a ehan~e 1n sense and can be included by
takin~ the conju~ate of ~.
In summary. to chan~e from the wave to antenna
coordinates we have to transform Eo as
- 2.54
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The net result of this transformation is to turn a,~.~ into a,
,~ (note that the sense does not chan~e because of the combined
effect of ne~atin~ the y and z axes). This transformation is
often made implicitly in the radar literature and can lead to
confusion when comparin~ results with other areas of
polarisation analysis.
However, by makin~ it, we can use the same point on the
Poincare sphere to represent an antenna, whether it be used for
transmittin~ or receivin~. We will return to this transformatiOt
later, when discussin~ the coherent scatterin~ matrix.
In section 2.2 we introduced the Pauli matrices which lee
to the definition of a Stokes vector, ~, as ~1ven by 2.50.
Unfortunately, this choice of notation is not universal, there
bein~ two other main conventions for both the Pauli matrices an<
the Stokes vector.
We have used the traditional orderin~, as used by Stokes
in his ori~inal formulation, but in some optical texts
(Marathay). the so called natural orderin~ is used which definef
the Pauli matrices as
00 = [: :]
a, = [0 1] Dz = [0 -1] a~ =[1 0]
1. ° i 0 0 -1 - 2.55
and leads to a reordered Stokes vector ~ = (~o'~Z'&~'~l)' This
convention amounts to a composite rotation Of the Poincare
sphere of 90 de~rees about the z axis followed by 90 de~reeB
about the x axis.
The second convention in wides~read use is the radar
orderin~ (see Huynen 1970), for which the Pauli matrices are
defined as
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~ivin~ rise to a complex Stokes vector ~ = (~O.i~3.-i~2,i~1)',...
In order to convert between the various systems, the
f011owin~ matrix transformations can be used
=
001 0 &:.
o 0 -1 0
&:1
~o 1 0 0 0 ~o
000 1
o 1 0 0
100 0 ~o
- 2.57
000 1 o -i 0 0
The traditional orderin~ wi11 be used throu&:hout this thesis, as
it is the most convenient for discussin~ transformations of the
"Poincare sphere.
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CHAPTER 3:THE COHERENT SCATTERING MATRIX
3.1 SINGLE TARGETS
In this chapter we deal with the interaction o~ pure states with
sln~le tar~ets, the de~inition o~ sin~ular bein~ that incident
pure states remain pure a~ter scatterin~ ie. the tar~et may
alter the state o~ polarisation, but the scattered wave can
still be represented by a wave spinor, EOIl •,.._
The scatterins problems will be referenced to the
seometry shown in fisure 8. The tar~et will remain as ~eneral as
possible throu~hout and will be characterised by a set of
observable scatterin~ parameters rather than by a specific
scatterin~ model. This phenomenolo~ical approach is a deliberate
attempt to keep the techniques as broadly applicable as
possible.
The bistatic an~le r, incident wave vector ~~ and
scattered wave vector ~s are defined in fi~ure 8. The plane
containin~ the two wave vectors is called the scatterin~ plane
and the line in this plane which bisects the an~le between p-.and
~s is called the bisectrix ~, where
- 3.1.
The (h,v) linear polarisation base may then be conveniently
defined as those components lyin~ in, and perpendicular to, the
scatterin~ plane.
For ~ = ~we have the case of backscatter or rnonostatic
scatter1n~, which, althou~h the most common operatins condition
for radar systems, will be treated here as only a special case
of the more seneral bistatlc problem.
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FIG.8 SCATTERING GEOMETRY
In ~enel'al tel'ms the tal'~et m6.Y be descl'ibed aB 6.
polal'isation tl'anS~Ol'mel':it opel'ates on the incident wave
spinol'. Eol• to pl'oduce a scattel'ed W6.ve which. ~enel'6.11y. will
have an altered state o~ polarisation. The nature o~ this
trans~ormation will depend on the ~eometl'Y. sur~ace properties
and matel'ial composition of the object and ~or a typical tar~et
will be a function not only o~ polarisation but o~ bietatic
an~le and freQuency. We will assume that all parameters, except
the incident wave polarisation, are ~ixed. The more ~eneral case
of fluctuatin~ tar~ets will be discussed in chapter 6.
Given the constraints of sin~le tar~et scattel'in~, we can
represent the wave tar~et interaction as a spinor trans~ormation
of the type 2.20. where the matrix CS] is called the coherent
scatterinK matrix and ma~ or ma~ not be unitary (f1Kure 9).
As noted earlier. [S] is complex and so requires eiKht
measurements tor its determination. The four amplitudes,
Su(i.j=1.2). may be obtained by pOlarisin~ the incident wave
,. A
alternately in the x and y states and measur1nK the amplitude of
the scattered wave by usinK a receiver which. as a polarisation
A Afilter, is matched. in turn. to x and y. The four phase anKles,
0 ... may be obtained in a similar manner with the use of a
coherent receiver (see Chapter 7).
The power of this representation is that by measurin~ CS]
in the base (x.~), we can calculate the scatterinK matrix for
any othel' polarisation state by usinK the chanKe of base matrix
developed in 2.3 . When we do this we will see that, for each
matrix. there are several special states. called the null
polarisations, which show a gl'eat deal of symmetry when marped
on the Poincare sphere and can be used as the basis tOl' a
~eometl'ical model ot the tar~et on the sphel'e.
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3.2 The Siniula~ Value Decomposition anctNull States
In this section we examine the natu~e o~ the chan~e of base
t~ansformation fo~ the scatte~in~ matrix and show that. by
performin~ a sin~ular value decomposition (SVD) of [S). we can
exp~ess the mat~ix in dia~onal form (see Atkinson (1978) ~o~ a
discussion of SVD). F~om the sin~ula~ vecto~s we can obtain the
null polarisations. and ~rom the sin~ular values. obtain a
second set of cha~acteristic polarisation states. known as the
Copolar Nulls.
From 2.20 we have
- 3.2
where all Quantities are expressed 1n te~ms of the same
polarisation base. (x.y).
If the receiver is matched to a pure state !r. then the received
volta~e may be written in terms o~ a complex inne~ p~oduct of
spinors as
•
V .. !,.!s - - 3.3
Befo~e proceedin~. let us conside~ how these equations are
modified if we adopt the antenna coordinate t~ansfo~mations
outlined in 2.53. In this case 3.2 becomes
- 3.A
where [SA] = [0i1. CS] anCl 3.3 becomes
V - Er' (s, ] •E ~,. - - 3.5
Most treatments of the chan~e of base t~ansformation (see
Boerner (1981). Kennau~h (1952) and G~aves 1956) assume that the
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reference t/ole1:'isationbaee is ttle same for no t r, trensmit eno
receive states. We will ~ind this too restrictive and so will
de~ine two chan~e o~ base matrices, (Un) ~or the inc1aent wave
and [Uz.) ~or the receiver (e~. we mi~ht choose to reference all
incident states to a linear base, (h,v), with a circular base,
(l,r), ~or the receiver). The followin~ relationships then at/ply
1) For the incident wave
I
~ i. I: [Un]. =' - 3.6
2) For the scattered wave
II
!s - [U_).~$ - 3.7
3) From the definition of [S]
,
- [S]. [Un].!~ - 3.8
and t"rom 2)
In the antenna coordinate s~stem, this transformation becomes
(see Boerner 1981)
1/
~s la [UZII)T.[SA1.(U:;nl.!\ - 3.10
We can make the followin~ observations based on these
transformation formulae:
1) In the antenna coordinate system, if [UZT J = (UZII] then ttle
Quantlt~ ~y-~. is a transformation invariant. In particular,
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if the scatterin~ matrix is symmetric in one base, then it will
remain symmetric in all other bases. Note that this is not true
1n the conventional coordinate system.
2) Det([S]) is a transformation invariant in both 3.9 and 3.10,
since det ( [UZT]) = ce e ( [UZ,,]) = 1. Ttlis result. will be of use
when considerin~ CS] as a spinor transformation.
3) The Span([S]), which is the sum of the sQuared ma~nitudes of
CS]. is another transformation invariant, bein~ the total power
available to a pair of ortho~onallY polarised filters. This
Quantity is also defined by the trace of the power scatterin~
matrix. [Pl. Kiven by (see Graves 1956)
[ p] .,. [ S].T. [S] - 3.11
We can proceed by notinK that any spinor transformation of the
form 3.2 may be written as the product of three composite
transformations (P~ne 1952). to be called class 1, 2 and 3,
where:
Class 1. is a unitary matrix, [U]. which. as w~ showed in section
2.2. corresponds to a rotation of the spinor in 3-space
Class 2 is a unimodular Hermitian matrix. [H]. which. as we will
see. corresponds to the complex anKle a. in the Lorentz spin
matrix (see 2.31) and as such represents a contraction or
extension of the ma~nitude of the spinor.
Class 3 is multiplication by a sin~le complex Quantity.
det([S]). which amounts only to a rotation of the spinor about
its own axis (Payne).
We will assume, in what follows, that CS] is nonsin~ular and
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leave the special case of tat>~ets fat> which det([S]) = 0 until
3.4. Further, since class 3 transformations are of little
importance to us (bein~ analagous to the R. transformation of
2.2), we will assume that det ([S) = 1, so enablln~ us to wri te
a ~eneral matrix as
CS] = [U]. [H) - 3.12
In some texts (Graves 1956) this is called the polar
decomposition of [S], bein~ anala~ous to the polar
representation of a complex number: (U] corresponds to the
"phase" of the matrix and [H], the "ma~nitude".
Clearly
[S]·T • [S] = [H]·T. [U]·T. [U] • [H)
"" [H]-'. [H]
= ([H))2 = [p] - 3.13
From this we can conclude that (H) and [P] have the same
ei~envectors, since Hermitian matrices commute with their square
ie. [H,W] = O. Further, the ei~envalues of [H) ar-e real and
~iven by the square root of the ei~envalues of (pl.
We can also show that
[S] • [S] -, = [U] • [p] • [U] eT - 3.1A
Note that 3.13 and 3.14 have the same ei~envalues but different
ei~envectors.
Both 3.13 and 3.14 are Hermitian matrices and can be
dia~onalised by a similarity transformation Of the form (Arfken
1970)
PAGP" lill
[D) = [Q). [H). [Q).T - 3.15
where [Q] is un t tary. [H) Herm! t1an and
[D) =[11 0 ]
o 12
where 11.12 are real positive ei~envalues.
Let [Ql] and [Qz) be the unitary matrices which d!a~onaliBe 3.13
and 3.14 respectively. We will show that these matrices also
dia~onalise CS] bV a transformation of the form
[SD] = ['0]. [S]. [Q.].' - 3.16
where
or:' :,J[SD]
and tl and tz are the complex sin~ular values of [S]. [Qz) is
the matrix of left sin~ular vectors and [~). the ri~ht s1n~ular
vectors.
Proof
By definition
[Qal • [P] • [Qal·' = [ D)
and
Hence
[Qal = [Qz]' [U] - 3.17
or
Returnin2 now to the transformation of CS]. we have
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[S.,] = [Qz]. ts ] • [Qd·l
= [~].[U].[H].[QI]·l
= [QI). [H]. [Qd·l = [0)1/2
This constitutes a proof of 3.16 and provides a systematic
method for findin~ [QI] and [Qz] via the dia~onalistion of two
Hermitian matrices.
By compa~in~ this result with 3.9. we arrive at the
important conclusion that we can alwavs find a mixed base
representation for CS] in which the scatterin~ matrix is
dia~onal.
To see the physical si~nificance of this result. we start
bV askin~ unde~ what conditions is [QI] = [Qz]? In this special
case. we can dia~onalise the scatterin~ matrix by usin~ the
~ reference base for transmit and receive and so interpret
the dia~onalisatlon as an ei~envalue eQuation.
For [Qd = [Qz] we must have
or
[U) • [P) • [u] eT = [ P]
This is eQuivalent to sayin~ that [U] must commute with [p] ie
[U.P] = O. In chapter 6 we will examine more closely the nature
of these constraints but. for the moment. we note onlv that
hermitian and unitarv matrices fall into this cate~ory.
In the antenna coordinates the reQuirements are somewhat
different; here we wish to dia~onalise [SA] by & t~&nBform8t1on
ot the form 3.10. We also wish to have the same base for
transmit and receive and so reQuire
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[ SAD ) ;: [ Q]' • [S,,) • [Q) - 3.18
We have just proved 3.16, and to satisPy 3.18 as well, we have
to find the condi tions under which [Q) : [Qd eT = [Qz)l. It is
easy to show that this is satisfied by [S,,]= [S,,]T ie. by
symmetric scatterin~ matrices (to show this, simply take the
transpose of 3.16 and use the symmetry of [SA] and [SAD] to ehow
that 3.18 is satisfied (Graves 1956».
In conclusion, if the scatterin2 matrix is symmetric (in
the antenna coordinate system), we can dia~onalise it by usin~
the same base for transmit and receive. This result ie of
particular importance in radar systems, where very often the
transmitter and receiver are fed throu~h the same antenna (ie.
monostatic). By usin~ the reciprocity theorem, it can be shown
(Graves 1956) that the scatterin~ matrix is symmetric for such
systems and hence, for this lar~e class of problems, we can use
3.18 to obtain a dia~onal matrix.
Physically, if we transmit one of the dia~onal states,
then the scattered wave will have an unchan~ed polarisation ie.
these states are tar~et e1~enpolarisations. Similarly, if we
transmit one state and receive its ortho&onal, we will obtain a
null measurement. For this reason the ei~enstates are sometimes
called the Crosspolar Nulls (Boerner 1981).
Note that the ei~envalue equation correspondin~ to 3.18
is
- 3.19
as opposed to the usual form of ei~envalue problem
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- 3.20
.,
If we map the ei~enstates on the Poinca~e sphe~e then, because
they a~e ortho~onal, they will be antipodal. The diamete~
joinin~ the null states is called the e1ienax1s of the tar~et.
The ~elative o~ientation of this axis is an impo~tant tar~et
featu~e, fo~min~ the basis fO~ a ~eomet~ical ta~~et
classification scheme to be discussed in section 3.~.
For the mo~e ~eneral case of nons~mmetric matrices in
no~mal or antenna coordinates, the concept Of ei~enstates needs
some modification. In this case, the left and ri~ht sin~ula~
vectors are not eQual and so there are two ei~enaxes on the
sphere; one for transmit and a different one fo~ receive. This
result is still of some practical use because, b~ usin~ these
states, ortho~onality is preserved ie. if the two rieht sin~ular
vectors of [S] are transmitted, then the scattered wave states
will be the left sin&ular vectors.
In addition. we very often wish to maximise or minimise
the received power from a tar~et, and the ei&enpolarisations
speCifY which transmitter/receiver combination best be used,
since by dia&onalisin& [S]. we are maximisine the Hermitian form
for received power (Graves 1956).
3.3 Copolar Nulls
We saw in the last section that, for s~mmetric matrices, there
exist special states of polarisation which have the useful
property of remainin& unchan~ed when scattered from a tar~et.
Even when the mat~lx is not symmet~lc, we saw that we could
still define two sets Of base states such that o~tho~onalit~ was
p~ese~ved.
We now ask the Question whethe~ other states exist which
have the property Of bein& transformed into the1~ ortho~onal
P 1.-::: F II P.
etate. We will see that. in the antenna coordinates, two such
Copolar Nulls exist, and that they can be calculated from
knowledge of the sin~ular values of [S].
They also show a symmetric displacement from the
",ei~enaxis on the Poincare sphere such that all four null states
lie in a plane and ~ive rise to a structure known as the
polarisation fork.
NB. In this section we will be usin~ the antenna coordinates.
We be~in by considerin~ a chan~e of base transformation for the
diagonal [8]
[8] , = [Uz ] T. [SAD] • [Uz ]
where from 2.34
[UzJ = A[; -:]
- 3.21
- 3.22
with A - 1/(1+1/-) and /. the complex polaristion ratio.
By expandine 3.21 we obtain the followin~ ~eneral form for [S]'
For this transformed matrix to have a Copol Null. we require
or
tl+!'Ztz= 0
tZ = -tl/tz = ten:ro.ext'(12~)
3.23
- 3.211
From this result. we can write [SDJ in the perametric form
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[m exp [i(".....\ )] 0 )lJ[SD] = 0 m. tan:l(f' ) ex p [1("-x
where 0 < I'" < 45· • -90· < ,. < 90.
- 3.25
The two solutions for ~ are
= tan(o). exp(iS)
= -tan{o).exp(i~)
- 3.26
- 3.27
These two points have Deschamps coor-dLn at ea (2Y. -.Y) anc3 (-21'".->;:).
referenced to the minimum ei~enpolarisation. anc3 (20.x) and (-20.x)
when referenced to the maximum ei~enstate.
Physically. when transmitted by an antenna and incident
on the tar~et. these 2 states are transformed such that the
scattered wave is ortho~onally polarisec3 to the antenna.
Note that these points are not so simply interpreted in
the normal coordinate system. where the scattered and
transmitted waves will not be ortho~onal (see 2.53). Because of
this. the concept of Copolar Null states is only of particular
si~nificance when considerin~ the antenna coordinate system.
Given this restriction however. they are still of ~reat
practical importance. a typical application bein~ the use of
circularly polarised radars for rain clutter suppression
(Skolnik 1980).
We will now consider. more closely. the ~eornetrical
properties of the null states on the Poincare ~phere and derive
a ~eometrical model for tar~ets which we can use ae the basis
for tar~et classification.
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3.4 The Pola~i8&tion Fo~k
In this section we will look more closely at the relative
positions o~ the null polarisations on the Poincar~ sphere and
show that they form a hi~hly symmetric arran~ement, known a6 a
polarisation ~ork. We will treat both symmetric and nonsymmetric
tar~et operators and will show that the former is a special case
o~ the latter. By examinin~ the properties o~ this fork, we will
explore the structure of unitary tar~ets and sin~ular operators
as well as developin~ a set o~ ~eometrical rules ~or calculatin~
the chan~e ot state.
We be~in by lookin~ at the properties of symmetric
tar~etst usin~ the antenna coordinate system so as to include
the case of Copolar Nulls. We saw earlier that. for a symmetric
scatterin~ matrix. there is just one ei~enaxis on the sphere,
its position specified by two anKles: ~ and 1:. beinK the
inclination and ellipticitv anKles of the maximum
ei~enpolarisation.
When discuss inK the Copolar Nulls, we discovered that
there were two such states, with Deschamps coordinates related
to the sinKular values 01' [S) via 3.26 and 3.27. From this
result, we see that the Copolar Nulls are symmetrically
displaced about the ei~enpolarisations. bein~ closer to the
minimum ei~enstate. Thus, all four null states form a plane in
polarisation space. the ei~enaxis bisect inK the an~le between
the Copolar Nulls. If we draw radii from the centre of the
sphere to the Copol points, and draw the diameter joinin~ the
ei~enstates, then the resultinK structure is ~nown as a
polarisation fork (see fiKure 10).
To specify the plane 01' the fork we need to know three
anKles: two we have already mentioned, locatinK the ei~enax1s,
but a third is required to specify the orientation of the plane.
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This th1r>d an~le is cb.lleclttle sk1~l anz r e, and, from exan.Ln et a or,
of 3.26 and 3.27. is ~iven by half the ~hase differ>ence between
the sin~ular> values of [S] (x in 3.25). If x = 0 (remember we ere
usin~ the antenna coordinate system), the for>k plane is normal
to the eQuator. At the opposite extreme, if x = 90· then the
plane is parallel to the eQuator.
The an~le between the copolar nulls 1s called the fork
an~le (Y in 3.25). This an~le depends on the arctan~ent of the
amplitude ratio of sin~ular values, bein~ 45· if they are eQual
and O· for the case where one sin~ular vb.lue is zero.
Before proceedin~, we must identify two other parameters
of special importance: the radius of the poincar~ sphere 1s very
often made eQual to m (althou~h Kennau~h uses tl+tZ). since this
represents the lar~est obtainable amplitude of scattered
racliation for fixed polarisation measurement.
The second Keometrical point of special interest is the
intersection of the chord joininK the Copol Nulls and the
eiKenaxis. the point I in fi~ure 10. This point fi~ures
prominently in the rules for chan~in~ base (see below) and in
the treatment of partial state interaction, to be discussed in
Chapter 4.
Let us now return to a discussion of the fork an~le. Y.
For the case tl = tz. the fork an~le is maximum and we say the
fork is "opened out" (Uy = 180·). In this rather special case the
Copol Nulls are ortho~onal (in Keneral of course they are not)
and because of the unusual symmetry, the ei~enstates become, not
just two isolated points, but a family of polarisations lyin~
alon~ a ~r>eat circle formed by the intersection of the sphere
with a plane. This plane 1s perpendicular to the plane of the
fork and contains the e1~enax1s.
Unitary tar~ets fall into this cate~ory, since they have
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a dia20nal matrix of the form (Murn&~han 1962)
[So] = [exp(i0,) 0 J
o exp{ i02)
- 3.27
Unitary tar~ets are very important in practice because they are
pure transformers, lackin~ any differential attenuation, and
hence form the basis for lossless polarisation control in
optical and microwave circuits. We will meet examples of these
in chapter 7.
The second important cate~ory of tar~ets are those
specified by y = 0 ie.those tar~ets with a sin~ular scatterin~
matrix, det([S) • O. These tar~ets have a "collapsed" fork and
a~ain, are very common, examples bein~ dipole and helix antennae
in radar and linear polaroid in optics. Their prime
characteristic is that they transform a11 incident polarisations
into just one state (linear polarisation in the case of a dipole
or polaroid).
Geometrica11y, we have the situation where a1l possible
input states, represented by the surface of the Poincare sphere,
are mapped into just one point.
This 1eads us on to discuss the ~eneral problem of
estab1ishin~ a set of ~eometrical rules for predictin~ how an
arbitrary input state will be transformed by a tar~et, ~iven
that we know the parameters of the fork. Such a set were
formulated by Kennau~h (1952) and involve three simple 8ta~es:
1) Map the input state El on the Poincare sphere.
2) Invert E, throu~h the point I, Which, as mentioned earlier,
lies at the intersection of the chord joinin~ the Copol Nulls
and the ei~enaxis.
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NB. In the ceee of Unitery metrices, I lies et the centre of the
Poincare sphere and so El is mapped into its ortho~onal state.
For sin~ular matrices, the point lies at the minimum e1~enstate
end so all input states are mapped into this one polarisation.
3) Rotate the result of 2) by 18~ about an exis normel to the
e1~enax1s, but lyin~ in the plane of the fork. The coordinates
of this point then ~ive the polarisation of the scattered wave.
NB. For unitary tar~ets, the final state will depend on the skip
an~le, while for sin~ular matrices, all polarisations ~et
mapped into the maximum ei~enstate.
So far. we have considered only symmetric matrix operators, and
to develop the concept of a polarisation fork for the more
~eneral case. we have to return to the considerations of 3.3 and
the calculation of Copol Nulls.
We saw in 3.2 that we could express a nonsymmetric matrix
in dia~onal form by usin~ a mixed base representation. ~ivin~
rise to two ei~enaxes on the sphere, one for transmit states and
a second for receive.
Given the existence of a dia~onal scatterin~ matrix.
[SAPl. we can. then. still apply a transformation of the form
3.21 and obtain a Quantitatively similar result to the above ie.
by applyin~ the ~ transformation matrix to the different
transmit and receive bases. we can still find two values of p
for which the mixed base matrix will have So = O. We define
these as the Copol Nulls, even thou~h their interpretation in
terms of a mixed base confi~uration is somewhat different to the
Simple case of symmetric operators.
The nulls are still symmetrically displaced about their
respective e1~enstates. and as a result, we can define two
forks: one tor transmit. centred on the transmit ei~enaxis, and
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a second fo~ ~eceive, cent~ed on the ~eceive ei~enaxis. It is
important to note that althou~h the two fo~ks lie in diffe~ent
planes, they have the same fo~k and skip an~les, because these
depend only on the sin~ular values, not on the sin~ular vecto~s.
of [S].
However, the whole point of usin~ the fork structure in
the first place was to devise a simple ~eometrical
representation of ta~~ets on the Poinca~e sphere. This
simplicity is manifest for symmetric operators where the
transmit and receive forks overlap, but, for the more ~eneral
case, where we have seen the need for two forks, the simplicity
be~ins to disappear.
For example, we can still use the ~eometrical rules
outlined above for predictin~ the chan~e of state, but now, we
have the added complication that the coordinates of the final
point are not to be referenced to the same base as the input,
but to a difterent one, obtained by a rotation of the reference
axes throu~h two an~les, which themselves depend on the
difference in ellipticity and inclination of the sin~ular
vectors of CS]!
Even for the simpler symmetric case, the fork is still a
multipoint respresentation of the tar~et in, 'what is
essentially, a wave space and so when, for example, we discuss
tar~et dynamics, we will find that trackin& the loci of all tour
null points on the sphere is extremely complicated. This will
drive us to search for a sin~le point tar~et representation on a
real hypersphere, so that we can not only characterise tar~et
dynamics, but achieve a simpler tar~et representation for both
symmetric and nonsymmetric operators.
In summary, we have seen that we can characterise any
tar~et by an ei&ht element tar&et descriptor
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where
~T = inclination an~le of transmit ei~enetate
~T = ellipticity of transmit ei~enBtate
6..= inclination an~le of receive ei~enBtate
~. = ellipticity of receive ei~enstate
These four parameters locate the ei~enaxes
x = skip an~le or phase between sin~ular values
Y K fork an~le. or amplitude ratio of sin~ular values.
These two specifv the plane and shape of the tork
m = ma~nitude ot tl. the maximum sin~ular value of [S].
o = absolute phase reference of [S]
For the special case of symmetric tar~ets. @T = tJ .. and IT = "'( ..
ie. the transmit and receive torks overlap.
Knowled~e ot these parameters torms the basis tor a
classification scheme for tar~ets and. throu~h knowled~e of the
properties of the associated null polariations. tar~et
scatter1n~ may be minimised Or maximised throu~h the techniques
ot polarisation tilterin~ (Poelman 1983).
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CHAPTER U:PARTIAL STATES OF POLARISATION
U.1 Wave Coherenc¥ matrix
In this chapter we will study the interaction of partial states
with sin~le tar~ets. Partial states are distin~uished from the
pure states of Chapter 2 by virtue of the former havin~ a
polarisation ellipse which varies as a function of time. Such
waves are also te:rmed "partially polarised" (pp) and are
important in many applications in radar and passive ima~in~
(Gruner 1982. Ko 1962. Deschamps 1973).
We cannot represent partial states by a sin~le spinor &•....
and have to modify our description of polarised waves to allow
for the characterisation of statistical fluctuations. In this
section we will see how to represent such states by the wave
coherency matrix [J]. introduced in eQuation 2.U5.
We could. of course, characterise a fluctuatin~ wave by
usin~ a receiver capable of instantaneous measurement of E. and
Ey• and hence obtain § and ~ directly as a function of time.
This is often possible. especially with radar systems and by
doin~ just this. Nye (1983) has studied some interestin~
temporal structural properties of polarised fields. More
usually. however. equipment limitations or the reQuirements of
data reduction. force us to consider some kind of avera~e
measurement of the field. The Question is: what minimal set of
measurements are required to characterise the statistics of the
wave'?
Formin~ <El> i8 of little practical use •.because it tells
us nothin~ of the correlation properties of E~ and Ev. In
particular. we are most interested in information on the cross
correlation. since this determines the de~ree of polarised
structure in the field.
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We can obtain such information b¥ forming <[J», the tim~
avera~e of the wave coherency matrix (see Born and Wolf 1970).
In particular, the off dia~onal element Jly = <El. Ey·> yields
information on the statistical dependence of the field
components E. and Ey•
At one extreme, Jay ::: 0, the fluctuations are
uncorrelated, there is no polarised structure, and the wave ~s
said to be randomly polarised (rp). In this case, [J] is
dia~onal with equal dia~onal terms J •• = In :::I, where I is the
wave intensity.
At the other extreme ~ and ~ are constant, so
JIY. J". = J... Jyy
and the wave is a pure state. Evidently, for such states,
det( [J]) - d. = 0 and there is maximum correlation between E.
and E,.
Between these two extremes we have the case of partial
polarisation, where det([3]) > 0 and there is some de~ree of
statistical dependence. We can aevelop a convenient model for
such partial states by performin~ an ei~envector analysis of the
Hermitian matrix [3]. There are two variations of this model in
common use, one derived directly from [3] and the second from
the associated Stokes vector. These mOdels are collectively
known as Wave Decomposition Theorems. and we can stUdy them by
lookin~ at the way in which [3] transforms under a chan~e of
base. Usin~ 2.35 and 2.45 we can show that
[ 3 ]. = [Uz ] eT. [3] • [U z ] - lL 1
From 4.1 and 3.15. we arrive at the important result that we can
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alwaye find a po1arisation baBe for whictl [.1] iB Clia~onal ie.
where jl > jz ,are the real positive ei~envalues of [.1] and ~J'
~, the correspondin~ ortho~onal ei~envectors.
Combinin~ this result with our discussion of the
statistical .i~nificance of a dia~onal coherenc~ matrix, leads
us to the tollow1n~ wave decomposition theorems:
1) The Two State Model: We can write [3.] as
- A.2
which mev be interpreted .s the noncoherent superpo.ition ot tw(
ortho~on.l pure atateB, WI and wz. Further.we can develop the- -
relative prob.bilit~ ot occurence ot these two states b~
definin~
- ~L3
where P. + Pa • 1 and Pl,a are the probabilities that, on makin~
an instantaneous measurement ot polarisation. the wave will be
found in Btate ~. or ~a respective1~.
As a formal measure ot the de~ree o~ statistical disorCle
in the wave, we can detine the wave entrop~, HM, as
H.. =: -PIlo~zPI - Pa lO~2Pz -IL 5
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Clea~l~. HM = 0 when jz = 0 ie. fo~ a pu~e Btate. an~ Bw = 1
when ~l = jz ie. fo~ a ~an~omly p01a~ise~ wave.
We can a180 define the de~ree of pOlarisation, D~, as
D, '"1 fo~ a pu~e state and 0 fo~ a ran~omly pOlarised wave. In
terms of invariants of [3]
D, '" [1- (~.det ([.1] )/Tr([3])2)] o < D, < 1
This model 1s important because it allows the problem of tar~et
illumination by pp waves to be tackled as two independent sinKle
tar~et scatterin~ problems Cs.e section ~.3).
2)The Pure State Plus Noise Modell We can also write [3,] as
0] + [jz 0 ]
o 0 jz
- 4.8
where [3"] represents a pu~e state. and [3R']. an rp wave. In
this model we express [.1] as the noncoherent"superposition of a
pu~e state plus a "noise" term.
This .odel is more usually rormulated in terms of a
Stokes vector <~> (see 2.~6). The Stokes vector of a pp wave has
the p~operty that
In fact
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This decomposition eenerates two auxiliarv Stokes vectors from
e:
- U.10
st... = (&o-&lt. 0, O. 0) - U.11
where U.10 corresponds to [IN] and U.11 to [JR ..). Note that the
deeree of polarisation is eiven by
- U.12
The main advantaee or this decomposition i. that we can use U.10
and 4.11 to map partial state. in polari.ation space and provide
,a link with the Poincare .phere tormalism of chapter 2. The key
dirference between partial states and the pure states considered
earlier. is that we now have to map polarisation. throuehout the
volume of the Poincar~ sphere and not just over it•• urraca
(Deschamps 1973). Thu. a pp wave haa coordinate. ~, the radius
,
Of the Poincare sphere i. &0 and e. < eo. :If we normalise eo to
unity, the relative leneth ot the .pinor i. eiven bV Dr ie.
unitv tor pure .tate. and zero for randomlv polari.ed wav •••
We will use this model in section 4.3 to eenerate a
eeometrical interpretation for the .catterine of pp waves trom
sinele tareets.
These two decomposition theorems are collectivelv known
&s the Wave Dichot0m¥ (Van De Hulst 1980) since there is no
particular preference to be made over the choice of model: they
represent two different ways or lookin& at the same wave. This
ability to choose two apparently different models for the same
statistical process will be a recurrin& theme in our discussion
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of polarised scatterine. In Chapter 6 we will see that, while it
is possible to develop a decomposition for fluctuatine tareets
analoeous to the two state model. we are unable to develop a
uniQue decomposition analoeous to the pure state plus noise
model.
b.2 The Mueller Matrix
In Chapter 3 we characterised the tareet b~ a 2x2 complex
scatterine matrix CS]. However. when discussine the interaction
of partial states, we cannot use the spinor !o to represent the
wave and .0 cannot use [S] to represent the tareet. Instead. we
must develop a new tareet descriptor based on the Stokes vector
or on the wave matrix [3]. either of which can be used to
represent partial atatea.
In this new formali.m. both the incident and .cattered
waves can be represented b~ Stoke. vector. and .0 we becin b~
simpI~ representinc the taraet bV a lxA real matrix. [M].
relatine incident and scattered wave Stoke. vectors (fieure 11).
[M] ia known aa the tarcet Mueller matrix after H. Mueller. who
developed the main features of this calculus in the 1940's (aee
Perrin (1942) and Mueller (194S». It is derived from the
assumption Of linear .catterina and it. formulation i. a locical
.tep followina con.ideration of the Stokes vector representation
of partial states. As we will see however. this apparently
aimple formulation of the .catterinc problem leads to extreme
difficulties in anal~si •• These difficulties will become
apparent as we proeress throueh this section and will drive us
to consider yet another formulation of the scatterine problem in
Chapter 5.
The Mueller matrix haa 16 real elementa, Which means that
it can be obtained b~ amplitude onl~ measurement. of the field
1e. there i. no need for phase measurement as there was for [S]
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(the impo~tant ~elative phase ~elationships a~e "built into" the
~eal coefficients of (M]). For this ~eason. Muelle~ calculus has
found its most widespread use in hi~h freQuency p~oblems
(particularly optics) whe~e accu~ate phase measurement is
difficult o~ impossible. Mo~e ~enerallY. the Muelle~ matrix is
of use, not only because we don't need phase measurement. but
also because of its ability to cha~acterise dynamic scatterin~
(see Chapter 6).
Acco~din~ to Mueller calculus. if the incident wave has
Stokes vector c. the .cattered wave will have a modified vector~
h. civen by
h - [M].~ - A.13
If the receiver i. matched to a polarisation ~. then the
received power will be
- A.1A
The tarcet information contained in [M] mu.t bear some relation
to that in [S). except that there can be no dependence on the
absolute phase, e, only on the relative pha~e between the
elements of (S].
We aaw in chapter 3 that [S] has 7 desrees of freedom
(i~norin~ e), but (M] appears to have 16 and .0 must either
contain more information than [S], or have fewer de~rees of
freedom than ita number ot elements. We will see ~n chapter 6
that the extra de~rees of freedom are used for characterisin~
the fluctuation atatiatiea ot dynamic tar~ets but. tor the
present case of pure state illumination ot ain~le ta~~ets. there
is indeed redundancy in [M], and a one to one correspondence
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between the Mueller and scattering matrices. As a result, given
[S). we can a~w~s calcu~ate an eQuivalent [M). but can on~~ ~o
in the reverse direction if [H) satisfies certain constraints.
In this section we will discuss the detai~ed form of this
mappin~ and a~80 derive the constraint eQuations.
The mappin~ of [S] into [H) is derived in Appendix 1. the
ke~ result bein~ that if
[S) - [: : ]
and we write ••a- = a2, Re(a) .. (a+&-)/2. Xm{a) ..1{&-&-)/2 etc.
then
2mu ... .2+bz+cz+dz 211hz .. aZ-bz+c2-dl
maa .. Re (aeb+ced) lila... 11Il(.eb+ced)
2Dba .. aZ +t)3i-cl-dz 2m22 ... al-bl-cl+dl
Dba I: Re (aeb-ced) lib. = 11Il(aeb-ced)
IDn .. Re(a·c+bed) mu .. Re(.ec-bed)
IBn ... Re(aed+bec) •• .. 11Il(.ed_beC)
"a .. -Xm(.·C+b·d) m.z .. -1m (aec-bed)
Iftq .. -ll1l(aed+bec) m.. .. Re (.ed-b'c)
Note that in the antenna coordinates, c. d and the fourth row of
[M] must all be multiplied b~ -1.
We can see from these eQuations that it is difficult to
predict the effect on [M] of • chan~e in the elements of [S],
and vice versa. This makes a ph~sical interpretation of the
elements of [M] difficult and is one price to be paid for
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adopting such a simple phenomenological model of the scattering
process. We wi~l see in the next chapter that we can develop an
alternative rormulation whose e~ements have a more direct
relationship to those of CS).
The Mue1ler matrix may be expressed in an~ one of an
infinite number or reference polarisation ba~e states, (x,~),
and from our discussion of spinor al&ebra in 2.2 and 2.4 we can
ea8i1~ show that [M] transrorms a8
(M]' .. [Ou]'. [M]. (OaA1 - 1&.15
where [Ou] i. an au&mented matrix obtained from [0.1 as
[
1 0 0 O~o ,- -..,
o : [Oa] J
o L...I_..!
where the au~er an&~e. (.ee equation 2.22) are a - 0 (the
abso~ute phase) b - ~ (the ellipticit~ anK~e) and c • ~ (the
inc1ination anele ot the new base state).
Of particular interest i8 the form or [M] when CS] is
dia&onal. From Appendix 1. ir
(s.) ..
[
t. 0]
o t.
then
t.Z+tzl tll_tzl 0 0
tIZ-tZZ tll+tzl 0 0
[Me ] == 1/2 - 1&.16
0 0 2t.t. coa(2x) 0
0 0 0 2tltzcoa(2x)
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Notice that (M) is not in diagonal form unless tl = t~. In
~ene~a1 the~efo~e. [M] cannot be dia~ona1ised b¥ the ortho~ona1
rotation matrix [~A]. an~ it is not possible to set up an
ei~enva1ue equation for [M] as we did fo~ [S]. The consequences
of this resu1t for 8 ceometrica1 inte~pretation of the
t~an.formation or Stokes vecto~s wi11 be exp10red in section
A8 we11 88 expresBin~ [~) in terms of the Euler an~1es
(lJ. @ and T. we can U8e the resu1 ta of Appendix 1 to express the
rotation matrix in terms of p. the comp1ex po1a~isation ~atio
and hence c10se the 100p on the eQuiva1ence between Unitar~
transformation. or the wave .pinor and real ortho~ona1
tran.fo~ation. Of the Stokes vector. We can do this b~
sUbstitutin~
A[ 1 f.][s] • -f 1 - 4.17
into the equation for [M] (this is just the conjucate transpose
of 2.34. the chance or base matrix for the .pino~ ~). B~ ~irect
""
.ubstitution we obtain
1+ ff- 0 0 0
0 1-t'r 2Re (I') -2Im(1')
[M] - AI - 4.18
0 -2Re(/) Re(l.-,t'I)Im(f'I)
0 2Im(j1) Im(fl ) Re (1+1'2)
Hence. ~iven
f - tan(a).exp(i~)
we can determine the three Eu1er an&1es repreBentinc a rotation
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of coordinates in polarisation space. In &ection 2.3 we showed
how ~ and l are related to a and 6 via the construction of a
ri~ht an~led spherical trian~le. but what of the third Euler
an~le. 0? As discussed earlier. this represents a rotation about
the x axis and locates the plane of zero phase in the new base.
This brin~ us to the Question of how to define the phase
of an ellipti~allY polarised wave. especiallv when the field
vector never passes throu~h zero. For linear waves. the phase
can be measured unambi~uou.lv from .ome defined zero cros.in~
but. for elliptical polarisation. we can't do this and have to
choo •• an arbitrarv direction in the plane of polarisation and
define the phase as zero whenever the electric field vector
cro•••• this axi ••
We will .ee that for 4.18 to be consistent with 2.22. we
must define e as a lunction ot l' and"t. an untortunate
complication. but one which i. essential if we are to expre ••
the chan~e ot base matrix in term. of the .in~le parameter.f.
BV comparina element. ot 4.18 with 2.22. and in particular. the
(3.4) and (4.3) el.menta. which must be equal. we obtain
co.(r)ain(B) E cos(e).in(~)sin(~) - cos(e)sin(e) - 4.1
or
tan(B) = [sin(T)sin(~)/(cOS(T)+Cos(8»] - 4.20
This i. a bivalued tunction ot ~ and'"'[..ince 0 < B < 360·. The
two solutions are separated bv 18~ and fix the sense of the
positive z axis in the new coordinate avstem •.The choice of
value depends on the .i~n of the phase of f and a~ain. by direct
comparison ot 4.18 and 2.22. we choose e such that
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e < 0 it sin (26) > 0
Finallv, we will conside~ the conditions imposed on (M] such
that it have an equivalent [S]. These may be de~ived t~om the
condition to~ physical ~ealisabiltv ot a Stokes vecto~, ~,~
namely
[M] must be con.t~a1ned so that the 8catte~ed Stokes vecto~. h.,...
aatistiea thi. condition. Fu~ther,tor [H] to have an equivalent
[S], the eQualitv must hold so that h i8 a pu~e .tate. We can
'"
express thia condition in mat~ix torm bv detinin~ [DJ as
'1)
1 0 0 0
- 1l.21[D] ..
o -1 0 0
o 0 -1 0
o 0 0-1
Then we can write the condition ot physical realisabilitv as
[D]~.~> 0- ,.. - 1.22
Fo~ the acattered wave. [M] must .atistv
[D) [M]~. [M]f - 0
but [M]C.h - c.[H)'h- - - ~
.0 (M)1[D] [M]c. c = 0
Since! is ~bitra~v. we have
(M]'(D] [M] .. [It] = 0 -1s , 23
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If [E] contains components in its dia~onal which are
proportional to [D] then. since
these components do not contribute to 4.23. W~th these removed
we have
(E] K (E.]+ l[D]
Where 1 is a scalar and [~] a 4x4 matrix. provldin~ a set or
sixteen equations. quadratic in the element. Of [M]. which are
constraint. on the Mueller matr~x havins a .insl. equivalent
scatterin~ matrix (S]. We will leave further discussion Of the
relationship between [M] and (S] until Chapters 5 and 6. when we
will return to 4.24 and .ee a clear phvsical interpretation Of
these constraint equation •• To analvse these results anv further
usin~ Mueller calculus is difticult. both alsebraicallv and
phvsicallv. and so we will not attempt such an analvsis here
(see Huvnen 1970 for a detailed treatment in terms or Mueller
calculu.) •
••3 Lorentz Geometrv And The Polarisation Pork
In the last section we saw how the Mueller matrix is related to
[S] and discovered a rather surprisin~ results .lthou~h we can
dia~onalise the scatterin~ matrix usins SVD analve1s, we cannot
dia~onalise [M) u.in~ the real ortho&onal rotation matrix [O~A].
In this section we w1ll see that this result stems from
the fact that (M) represents • Lorentz transrormation Of the
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incident Stokes ~ou~ vecto~ and. by examinin~ the link between
this t~an8formation and the pola~isation to~k discussed in 3.4.
we will extend ou~ ~eomet~ical model to include the scatterine
of partial states trom sinele tareets.
In Chapte~ 3. we asked the Question: how do states on the
su~~ace of the sphe~e t~ansto~m unde~ inte~action with a .in~le
ta~~et? We must now ask the mo~e eeneral Question as to how
states th~ou~hout the volume ot the Poinca~e sphere t~anstorm.
as well as those on the .u~face. We can see immediately that as
well a. a ~otation about the ori~in. we now have the possibilit~
ot cont~action or extension of the len~th ot the spino~.
indicatin~ a chanKe in the de~ree of polarisation ot the wave.
It is this extra de&~ee ot t~eedom that leada to the Lorentz
transformation. Before discusain& the &eometr~ in detail. we
will conatruct a suitable model tor the scatterinK process.
based on the Wave Decomposition Theorema and SVD analv.is of
[S] •
We can uae the Two Stat. Model tor the incident wave to
expresa it as the noncoherent auperposition ot two pure atate ••
each ot which interaeta with [8] in the manner descibed in ,
Chapter 3. We a1ao know the relative probabilit~ ot occurrence
at the.e two atatea rrom knowled&e ot the ei&envalUes of [J). We
will call the two atates w, and WI and their probabilities. P,
and Pz (see ".1)•
Beeaus. the two states are statisticall~ independent. we
can treat them separatelv and simply add the resultlnc pure
state coherency matrices to rind the overall state of the
scattered wave.
Consider w, incident on the tar&et: we can express it in
terms or the richt Sin&Ular vectors of [8], Which. remember.
form an orthonormal reference base (x.~). in which
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~. =[wu]
Wn
where WII = WI. x· and WI\' = w,.v·- - - -
Atter scatterin~. ~I becomes a new state. ~I' Kiven b¥
where tl and tz are the sin~ular values o~ [S].
A similar arcument tor ~ vie1ds a second scattered state
Zz eiven bV~
We know that w. and Wz occur> with pr>obabilities PI and Pz and so.... ,..
the scattered wave has a tinal coherencv matrix
[3). ... - 4.25
The detail. ot this transtormation are complicated becau •• &•......
and ~ are not, in ceneral, orthoconal. Nonetheless we can
develop a ceometrical model tor 4.25, based on the properties ot
the Lorentz transtormation.
We will becin bV considerinK a simple ~wo dimensional
prob1em, where the incident wave has a Stokes vector of the form
~ • ( Co, Cl' 0, 0 )....
and c, = Dp~ - 4.26
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If Dr = O. £ = (~o.O) end the wave ie randomlY ~olar1Ee~. On the
other hand, if ~ = 1. ~o = ~I and the wave repreeente a pure
state: ~I if'~, = ~ and ~~ if ~I = -~o.
On the Poincare sphere these states lie alon~ a sin~le
radius whose direction is set by the reference base of ~.-
Alternatively. we can plot all such points on the ~o.~, plane
(see fi~ure 12). The area on this dia~ram between the two solid
lines represents partial states: in the ri~ht plane the wave is
partially ~I polarised. and in the left plane. partially w~...
polarised. The area in shade corresponds to points for which ~
> ~, ie. states which are not phvsically realisable. The two
solid lines at 45· to the axes represent the two pure states. WI
'"
and ~ (formin~ the polarisation equivalent of the li~ht cone of.-
special relativity (see French 1982». Note that the ran~e of Dr
has to be extended to include ne~ative values so that -1 < Dr <
1 (this is a precursor to the introduction of a vector de~ree ot
polarisation in 4.4).
We may now ask what happens when these partial states
interact with a tar~et. characterised by a scatterin~ matrix [S]
(or its eQuivalent Mueller matrix [M])? We be~in by determinin~
the invariants of K, from which we can deduce the Keometrical
torm of the transtormation. For example, if £~.KI2 is found to
be invariant. then the tarKet causes a plane rotation of the ~
axes in fiKure 12.
To tind a suitable invariant, we assume [S] has unit
determinant (see section 3.2) and can then easil¥ show that the
dia~onal wave coherency matrix associated with K is transf6rmed
as
- IL 27
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Figure 11.. Minkowski diagram for lransformation
of Slokes Vectors
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where det([J)') = ~2_~12 == d~ ;:det([Jd).
For the sake of simplicity, we will further assume that [S] is
dia~onal in (WI,W2), which means that [J]' in U.27 is also
dia~onal and we can map both the incident and scattered wave
states on the same dia~ram (fieure 12) (we will consider the
more ~eneral case where (x,y) t (WI,W,) in a.a). We can write
the dia~onal scatterin~ matrix, [SAD). in the form (see 3.25)
= [: o ] - Amtan2(y) - &.28
where A - det( [S) - mZtanZ(y)exp(i0) and Y > O.
Under these conditions. eQuation a.27 represents a set of
linear transformations which increase (or decrease) the el
component at the expense of power to eo (just as lon~ as d.
remains unchaneed). Ph~sicallY, this means that the deeree of
polarisation 01' the wave is the onl~ parameter which can chanee
on scatterin~ trom the tar~et (remember we are assumin~ (WI,W2)
- (x,y». Geometricall~, we are rotatin~ the ~I E 0 axis (ie.
locus of randoml~ polarised input states) so that it lies at
some an~le to the vertical (the an~le p in ti~ure 12) where
tan (p) • DI'I - a.29
Points which lie on the straieht line Ko = D"~I are transfOl'med
to (~'.O) ie. to randomly polarised waves, while randomly
polarised inputs are scattered with a modified deeree 01'
polarisation equaI to 01'1'
We can analyse the details 01' this transformation by
considerin~ an infinitessimal chan~e in deeree of polarisation,
bOI'I' We can then write the transformation as
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9l' = 2l ... ~D"l&1I
and b~ s¥tnll1etr~
whe~e "a" ia aome constant to be dete~mined ~rom ~ = O. C1ear1~
B¥ iano~ina aecond orde~ terms and aettina ~ = O. we can show
that a - 1. In matrix ro~m
- ".30
where GD and 6y a~e the Paul.i mat~ices (aee 2.2).
For a rinite rotation. we de~ine CC .... ~o., and ".30 become,
(Arrken)
c· = ( cr. ... (<<.I'N) CSy} II - ".31
In the limit aa N tends to inrinitv we have
1.1m (a.'" (<<.I'N )es,)" = exp (C(CS'y)
N ~ 00
- ".32
- CJ'0 ... CX6Y ... (C(6, )1/2 ...
- o;ocoah(cQ ...6tainh(G:.>
whe~e we have u.ed a Maclaurin expansion to~the exponential. and
the l.aat .tep was obtained bV usina ~yZ = ~,.
Note that in moat texts on special ~elativitv (French
1982. A~tken 1978). the Minkowskl met~ic i8 used which emplo¥s
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i~o instead of ~o (this means that the invariant d4 can be
wrltten as eoZ... itlZ). In this case IL32 becomes a function of Cfr
instead of ~. Our notation follows that of Misner (1973) and
P&¥ne {1953} and displavs more clearly the underlyin~ ~ifference
between Lorentz transformations and plane rotations.
Wrltin~ 4.32 in full, we have
[
co,]•[COSh (a) sinh(a)J [:0,,1
Cl' sinh(a) co.h(a) ..J - 11.33
In order to appreciate the physical sicnificance of a, we have tc
relate it to ~l and hence to Y, which is one of the tarcet
parameters discussed in Chapter 3.
The former relation i8 8trai~htforward: we know that D"
is the slope ot the line ~' ..0 and so trom '.33
o • sinh {a)8ID+ cosh (a )c,
or tanh(a) ..-c./8ID..-~. - '.3"
From which we can show that
sinh(a) = D,./{1-D,.I)"1
cosh(a) 1:: 1/(1-D,.I) III
Th••e equations may be related to thoBe ot special relativity by
notlnc that Dp, corresponds to a put'e"boost" (ie. the velocity
parameter) and a ia an imacinary .n~le of rotation in Lorentz
apace (from 4,29 and 4.34 we can aee that tan{p> - tanh{a». The
ditterenc. between polarisation alsebra and special t'elativitv
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1s that in the l.Atter. the "boost" parameter is the velocitv of
the coordinate f'roamel'elative to "c". the velocitv of' l.i~ht.
whil.e in polarisation terms D~I is the de~ree of' polarisation
required of' an incident wave such that the scattered wave is
random1v polarised.
The on1y remainin~ task is to re1ate D~I to the f'ol'k
ancle Y. We can do this bV identif'y1n~ b.33 as part of' a Muell.ero
matrix [M] civen bV
co_h(a) sinh(a) o o
- b.35[M) -
sinh(a) cosh(a) o o
o o 1 o
o o o 1
which compal'es direct1~ with 4.16 and conf'il'ms vet acain that we
cannot diaconalise the Mueller matroix bv a roea1 rotation. V.inc
the result of' Appendix 1 we can show that equation b.35
corl'esponds to a diaconal scatterinc matrix of' the f'orm
(Sul
[
exPCO/2) 0 J
• 0 exp (-0/2) - [
1/tan(Y) 0 J
o tan(Y)
- 1&.36
where the last eQualitv comes from 1&.28. Prom this result we can
see that
exp( -a) .. tanZ(y) - 0.37
and since
tanh(a) = -- __
then bV 4.31&
!)PI ., - ------- - 4.38
1 + tan" (Y)
NB. 0 < Y < 45- and -1 < D~I < o.
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This is our kev result, relating the target fork angle to the
"bOOB t" parameter of a Lorentz transformation (see Fi~ure 13)
So far we have onl~ dealt with one special value of
de~ree of polarisation for the incident wave, but usin~ 4.33 we
can look at the ~eneral transfer characteristic relatin~ the
de~ree of polarisation of the scattered wave tor arbitrarv input
state (atill under the assumption (x.V) • (WI,WZ»' In Appendix
2 it is shown that this characteristic can be written as
tanh(a) + D, D, - D,I
Dr .. - 11.39
1 +tanh (a) Dr 1 - D,D,I
Fi~ure 111 shows a plot or this runction for various valuea ot
tork anele. Aa can be aeen, D,I .. 0 (~= 115·) viel.ds no chanee in
deeree of polarisation (Unitarv tareets bein& an important
examPle) but eenerallV there i. a nonlinear chanees some .tates
become more polarised (to be called "expansion") while others
show a decrease in D, ("compre.sion"). To illustrate this idea,
Fieure 15 .how. the eradient of the transfer characteri.tic,
a&ain as a function of ~ (see Appendix 2). Expansion occurs for
c:.'ID,'/c:.'ID, < 1 and compression for OD,.·/OO,.> 1. A point or particular
intere.t 1. the value or ~ for which the slope ot the
characteristic is unitv •• ince at this point~ ~ ... +0, and we
have a transition trom compress1on to expansion (note that pure
atates ie. D,. = :1. are alw&¥s scattered as pure states. as
expected trom the .in~le tar~et approximation). Pi&ure 16 is a
plot ot D~. the value of D, tor which the slope ot 4.39 is
unitv, as a tunction ot ~. It 1. shown in Appendix 2 that this
critical value ot ~is simplV related to the fork an2le as
~ = - cos(2~) - A.AO
Geometricallv. this point lies alon& the radius joinine the
,
centre ot the Poincare sphere to the minimum eicenpolariaation
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an~ ma~ks the inte~section of the chor~ jo1n1n~ the two Copol
Nulls with this radius (Fi~ure 17). This point fi~ured
prominentlv in the rules for transformation of pure states in
Chapte~ 3 and is now seen as an important point in the
prediction of partial state transformations. Points which lie
bevond this are compressed while all others are expanded. Note
that it ~ = 0. all states are expan~ed: in fact all states are
reflected with ~ = 1 ie. as pure states. This is the case. tor
example. in scatterins tram a dipole or for transmission throu~h
linear Polaroid and is a seneral characteristic ot tar~ets with
a collapsed fork•
•.4 Generalised Lorentz Geometrv
Xn 4.3 we a.sumed that the eisenvector. ot (3] were equal to the
tarset eicenpolarisations and .0 considered onlv those incident
states which lie alone the tareet eieenaxi•• In this .ection we
will extend the re.ult. ot 4.3 to con.ider the behaviour ot
arbitrarv incident stata.
In section 3.2 (equation 3.12) we saw that. under a
unimodular a••umption, we could write (S] as tha product ot two
composite matrices
(8] • (U][H]
where (U] is Unitarv and hence homomorphic to a rotation matrix
in 3 dimensions. We now concern ourselves with the Hermitian
matrix [H] and show that it is homomorphic to "pure" Lorentz
transformations. where "pure" indicates the use of a boost
parameter, a, but no spatial rotation of coord'inatem. The more
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sene~al combination of ~otation and pu~e boost rep~esented by
3.12, forms a wide~ sroup of so called "restricted" Lorentz
transformations (see Goldstein Chapter 7). However. we will see
that a verv important class of scatterins problems can be
modelled by a pure boost only.
A pure Lo~entz transformation m8¥ be written in
exponential form as (Goldstein 1970)
exp(k.~a/2)- - - A.A1
where k i. a direction vecto~, 6 a~e the Pauli matrices and a a
complex ansle indicatins the masnitude of the boost. We have
alreadv .et an equation of this tvpel 4.36 represents the
special ca•• or • boo.t in the x direction and mav b. written
co.h(a/2)~••• inh(a/2)cr.
which corr.spond. to 4••1 with k • (1,0,0).
In seneral, a boost in an arbitrarv direction mav be
written a. a 2x2 Her.it1an mat~1x in the form (Pavne).
[
co.h(a/2)••inh(a/2)co.(A) .1nh(a/2)co.(B)-isinh(a/2)cos(C)
sinh(a/2)cos(B).1.inh(a/2)cos(C) cosh(a./2)-sinh(a/2)cos(A)
whioh i. equivalent to ••41 with k • (cos(A),cos(B),cos(C», the
vector or direction cosines and A. Band C the ansles formed b¥
the axis of the boost relative to some reference coordinate
.vstern.
We have thus established the homomorphism between
Hermitian matrices and pu~e Lorentz t~ansto~mation8 and clea~lv.
for the taraet .catterina mat~ix to be written in this torm, it
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mu.t be Hermitian. We saw in section 3.2 that He~m1t1an
scatterinK .at~ice8 have onlv one ei~enaxis and, in the mo~e
useful antenna coordinate svstem, correspond to svmmet~ic
matrices [~]. From this result. we can associate the di~ection
or the boost in 4.41 with the tar~et ei~enaxis, 8ince bV
definition. this is the ortho~onal base for which [S.] is
diaconal. Further, from our discussion in 4.3. we know that the
macn~tude of the boost i8 a function of the fork ansle. ~. ~iven
In conclu8ion we can sav that for s~mmetric scatterinK
matrices in the antenna coordinate svstem (as is the case for
monostatic radar scatterinc) the transformation of arbitrarv
inci4ent partial .tate i. homomorphic to a pure Lorentz
transformation of the incident Stoke. i-vector. the direction of
the boo.t beinc parallel to the tar~et ei~enaxi ••
Before considerin~ the implications of this re8ult for a
ceometrical model of the chan~e of partial .tate. let U8
consider tbe torm of transformation when [S] i. not svmmetric.
In this ca.e we have to return to equation 3.12 an4 write
the .catterine matrix as the product of two exponential.
[8] - exp(-ix(g.n]/2).exp(a[g.~]/2)
• exp[(-ix~+a~).~/2]
- A.~
which repre.ents a combination of boost and rotation and
corresponds to • "restricted" Lorentz transformation
(Goldstein). Equation 4.43 1. the same a. the Lorentz .pin
matrix discussed in 2.2. Note that the restricted transformation
has 8 dec~e. Of freedom: two d1rection vectors. ~ and~. and 2
ancle. a and x whereas the pure Lorentz transformation has only
four. correspondin~ to three for the location of the eicenaxi.
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and one ~o~ the boost parameter or ~ork an~le.
We will leave ~urther discussion of the restricted
transformation unt~l chapter 5 and now return to the rather
special, but important, case of pure transformations.
We wish to develop a simple set of transformtion
eQuationa, based on the polarisation tork, tor predictin~ the
chan~e ot ~, ~ and Dr for a~bitrarv incident partial state. BV
usin~ the homomorphism outlined above, we can examine the
~enera1 torm ot this transtormation in close analo~v to that
used tor the transformation ot velocitv in special relativitv
(see French. Chapter 5).
We be~in bv expressin~ the incident Stokes vector, !. in
the tar~et ei~enpolarisation base. We can always do this because
the eicenpolari.ation. are orthoconal tor svmmetric matrices
[~]. In this ba.e. [M] can be written in the torm ~.35 and
hence we can write the chance ot state as
c' -
sinh(a) cosh(a) o o
cosh(a) sinh(a) o o
-A.~A
o o 1 o
o o o 1
We can detine the input state as a vector de~ree ot polarisation
D, K ( D..1• D.., • Df" ),.._ - Il.1I5
wheE-e
D..1 = Cl/C.
Df'1 i. the "inline" component ie. paE-allel to direction Of boost
(Dpy.0,.1) is the "transverse" component ie. perpencUcUlaE- to
diE-action Of boost.
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The reason ~or emplo~in~ this separation of 0, is that
the in11ne component will transtorm as in section 4.3 ie.
0,. - D,I
Dr.' .. - II. 46
1 - Dra [)p,
where 01" is ~iven b~ ".38.
We now just have to ~ind how the transverse components
transtorm and we will be able to predict the chan~e ot state tor
anv incident polarisation, Consider. initiallv. the 0,.,
component. From 4.44. it trans~orms a.
~Z' Ih
()py' .. -c.' (!Osh(a)~• • 8inh(a )~,
Dn/cosh(a) 0"(1 - Dr.Z)./Z
• • - 4.47
1 + D,.tanh(a) 1 - D,..Dr.
S1milarlv. we can show that
Dr./COSh(a) Drl (1 - Dr'Z)liZ
Dr.' • ------------------c - 4.48
1 + Dr.t anh(a ) 1 - D,.Dr.
We can .ee trom the•• equations that the transver.e components
o~ Dr are ~unQtion. o~ the "inline" component. Dra as well as ot
the tork an~le Y. Predictin~ the tinal position ot 0,' 1n
polarisation .pace 1s made ditficult b¥ this couplin~ of
"inline" and "transverse" components but. nonetheless. equations
4.46. 4.47 and 4.48 provide the basis tor calculation of the
chan~e ot partial .tate as a tunction of the boost parameter Dra
introduced 1n 4.3.
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As an examp1e. consider the special case of states for
which e.= 0 ie. those states 1vinc in a plane norma1 to the
eieenaxis and pas.inc throueh the orlein (fieure 18). For all
such states D... ~ 0 and so
Dr.' = Dr. =: -tanh(Y)
Prom ••47 and •.b8 we have
D..y' ~ Dry (1 - Dr.l) 112
0,..' == D... (1 - Dr.1 )112
Usins the.e equations We can .how that
0..'2 > 0..1
and .0 a11 point. in this plane are expanded. Intormation as to
the expansion Or compression at point. i_ at ereat practical
importance b.cau.e it allow. an a•••••ment of the applicabilitv
or otherwi.e of polari.ation filterinc technique. such as those
di.cu ••ed bv Poelman. State. which are expanded bV the tarcet
will be more influenced bV polari.ation ri1t.r., whi1. tho.e
which are compr•••• d (in the limit tendine to random
polarisation) will b. le•• amenable to the technique. Of
ti1terinc. In this WAV one mav a••••• the potential performance
at .uch tilter. tor the .uPpression or enhancement of ReS. even
in the case ot passive imacinK where the incident radiation will
cenera11v be partia11v polarised.
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CHAPTER 5: THE TARGET SPINOR
5.1 The Pauli Tar,et.
Due to their completeness. we can expand any 2x2 matrix as a
linear combination of the 4 Pauli matrices derined in 2.2. When
we expre!. the tareet scatterin~ matrix CS] in this way. we
obtain an ordered set of 4 complex numbers formine a complex
"vector k. where
leo = 1/2Tr( [S] • tJo) = 1/2 (S .. + Syy)
k. = 1/2Tr( [S). tJl) = 1/2(S .. - Syy) - 5.2
lea • 1/2Tr ([S 1• tJa) • 1/2 (SlY + Sn)
k. a 1/2Tr( [S)•c:s-.) = i/2 (SlY - SY!) - 5.11
We will show in this chapter that unitary transformations of the
"vector k are homomorphic to real orthoeonal rotations in a 6
dimensional Euclidean spac•• Thus, just as the wave spinor ~ led
to mappines on the Poincare sphere, .0 the tareet spinor ~ leads
to a .appine onto the surtace of a 6-sph.re. We will also se.
A IIthat by for.ine a tareet coherency matrix Tc = k.k·T, we can
relate the el••ents of the tareet Mueller matrix (M], to
invariants in this tareet space.
The main reason for followine this analy.is is that the
treatment of statistical tluctuations ot the tareet is most
easily interpreted as motion over the surface of this 6-sphere
,rather than by the dynamics ot the null point. on the Poincare
sphere. Th••e dynamic effects will be the subject ,of chapter 6.
1\
The expansion or CS] into its vector coefficient. k m&¥
be viewed as a descriPtion of the tareet in terms ot a set ot A
reterence base matrices (just as ~ was expressed in terms ot two
" "base polarisation states x and V). If these reference matrices
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are the Pauli set 6 (we will see later that the¥ need not be),
we describe them as the Pauli tar~et•• The coe~~icients
describin& [S) in terms of the Pauli tar&ets are then &iven b¥
equations S.l to S.4.
Because of their specia1 si&nificance, we devote the rest
of this section to a detailed studv of the polarisation
transformation properties of these Pauli tar&ets. For the sake
of simplicitv, we will a.sume thev are expressed in the (h,v)
polarisation base (beinc the one most commonlv used for
reference) and also that the antenna coordinate .vstem 1. beinc
used Calthouch for comparison we wi1l ~ive the form of the
matrices in the conventional coordinates to hi&hlicht the
differences inv01ved)
1) ~
This tar&et appears at first ai~ht to be relat1velv .imple:
the ident1tv matrix or matrix correapond1ns to free apace.
However, the antenna coordinate avatem meana that it.
interpretation requires 80me care. We have
[~J ~ [: :]
IIk • (1,0,0,0)
but ita form under a chance of polarisation base is
21ImCf)]
1 + f·z
where
A • (1 + If· )-1
We can see that if x.Ct) - 0 then [a) 1a d1aconal 1e. all l1near
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polarisationa are eieenstatea. On the other hand, ir ~ = ~i then
[S] has a Copol Null le. ~or lert or rieht circular polarisation
the returned state i. orthocona11v po1arised.
In the conventional coordinate svatem however
[SI - [: _: J i\k - (0,1.0.0)
and under a chance o~ base
[U,)"' [s)[o,) • A [1 - 5.6
and onlv ir (- 0 (or in~init¥) doe. [8] become diaconal and .0
onl¥ h and v are ei&enstates. Note however, that f - =i still
&ive. Copol Null••
Returnine to the antenna coordinates. we can aummariae
all the properties or this tar&et b~ drawine its polari.ation
rork on the Poincar' .phere (.ee Pieure 19). Since [S.1 has
equal eicenvaluea, Y • '5- and the rork ia opened out. ~ie1dinc
ortho&onal Copol Null•• The akip an&le ia zero and so the rork
lie. in a plane normal to the equator. Finall~. aince Y • 4S- we
can sav that all partial statea are re~le~te~ with an unchanced
de&ree of polarisation.
In Radar term., this tareet corresponds to an "odd"
bounce reflector auch as a ~lat racet (one "bounce") or
trihedral corner rerlector (see Pieure 20). It alao corresponds
to the backscatter rrom a sphere, a resu1t which is uaed in the
de8i&n of rain clutter rejection radars (aee Skolnik) which use
circular polari.ation as a Copol Null.
In optic•• where the traditional coordinates are more
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commonl.~ used. this ta.rs:e,tcorresponds to a halt wave plate,
used to rotate the plane o~ linear polarisations and to reverse
the sense o~ elliptical states.
Because o~ the hi~hlV B¥mmetric form of its polar isation
~ork and the tact that all linear .tates remain unaltered, we
will reter to the coefticient ot this component in the expan.ion
ot an arbitrarv tar~et as tarset "svmmetrv".
2) 6,
For thi. Pauli tarset we have
[Sal • [1 oJo -1
and under a cban~e ot ba.e
[UJ)" (s.] [U.] • A [1 -f •-2R·(f> -2Re(!'>]1"'1 - 1
Thi. ti.e the .et ot all .tat •• tor which Re(f) • ° are
8isenetate. while I' -.:!:.1 (ie. .:!:.1l5· linear) a.tine. the Copo1
Null •• The tareet parameter. are the .ame as tor ~ except that
the .kip ansle 1. now 90- and sO the tarcet ~ork is rotatea into
the .quatoria1 plane (Fi~ure 21). The 8i~en.tate. 1i. alons a
ereat circle pa••ine throueh h, v and lett and risht circular
and sO thi. tarset pre.erves the .ene. ot circular polari.ation
while cau.ins lin.ar .tate. with inclination anale e to be
reflected with ansle -e. Thi. p:rope:rtvmakes ~45·linear Copol.
Nulls, with an apparent rotation ot all other linear .tat ••.
Asain there 1. no chanae ot dearee ot polarisation ~or partial
.tat•• becau.e y c 45·.
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In the conventiona1 coordinates this tar~et corre8~onds
to the identitv matrix for all base states and 80 represents the
matrix for free space. In Radar terms however. this matrix is
indicative of "even" bounce reflectors auch as a dihedral (8ee
Fi~ure 22). 0-. corresponds to a dihedral with its seam parallel
"to the incident v state. Because of its abilitv to rotate linear
polariaationa we will refer to the coefficient of ~I as "first
quadrant irre~ularitv".
For this case
[Sol. [: :] ~ = (0.0.1.0)
and under a chan&e of baae
- 5.8
This tareet ia intimatelv related to ~ since we can obtain it
from the latter bV rotatins the reterence axe. throu&h '5- ie
put 1- -1 in 5.7. It. fork i. therefore the aame as tor ~
except it is rotated about the polar axis bv 90- (see Pieure
23). The eisen.tatea now lie on a &reat circle passin~ throu&h
1\the poles and throueh ~A5· linear. The Copol Nulls are now hand
1\v.
We can interpret this tar&et in radar terms as a dihedral
1\with its seam at .5- to the v direction. Por this reason we call
the coefticient ot ~ "second Quadrant irrecularitv". Its
function aav be illustrated bV notinc the similaritv between k.t
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kJ and ~•• ~J. the two co~~~espondin~ components of a Stokes
vecto~ which tocethe~ specit¥ the Quad~ant in which the major
axis ot the pola~isation ellipse lies. In the same W&¥. both k.
and kz a~e ~eQui~ed fO~ a full description Of ta~~et
i~~e~ula~it¥.
Fo~ this ta~~et
[0 •(s.] II: i 0
Ak -= (0.0.0.1)
and unde~ a chanee Of base
(U2 )T (s. ) (U2) '"' A
[
0 -i(l
-i (1 - If .)
- 5.9
We can .ee immediatelv that this ta~&et ha. the ve~¥ unu.ual
,
prope~tv that the Copol Null. include the whole Poinc~e .phere.
Becauae Of this we call the coefficient of ~ "anti.vamet~v".
Since ~ i. not .vmmet~ic we cannot ~ep~e.ent it bv a
ain~le fo~k but mu.t in.tead u.e .eparate fork. tor transmit and
~eceive (.ee Chapte~ 3). If we tix the risht .insular vectors ot
(s.] a. (h.V) then we can diasonali.e ~, bV choosin~ the left
.in~ular vector. a. i(v.-h) and .0
[01 °1](Ua.ll' [S" ] [Un] = - 5.10
The t~ansmitte~ fork i. identical to that tor ~o but the
~ec.iv.r fork i. obtained bv a 18~ ~otation ot the transmitter
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fork about the Copol axis (see Figures 24 and 25).
In summary. any .in~le tar~et. ~iven bV a .catterin~
matrix (SA). may be exp~e.seO as a linear combination of the 4
Pauli base tar~ets and hence mav be specified by its symmetry.
irre~ularitv and antisvmmetrv. For example. the set of all
symmetric matrices are characterised bV ~ = 0 ie. they have no
antisymmetric component in their decomposition. For this special
case we need onlv three Pauli tar~et. to analyse a ~iven tar~et.
Notice that in all ca.e. the decomposition is coherent ie. the
1\coefficients k are complex •....
5.2 Unita~¥ TransformationB of the Tarset SpinoI'
In the laBt .ection we di.cus.ed the properties of the Pauli
tar~et. and noted how thev form a complete Bet of basi. vector.
Buch that any Bcatt.rin~ matrix can be repre.ented a. a linear
combination of just the.e • matriceB. A. ba.i. vector •• thev
.atistv the u.ual conditions for orthoconalitv and
normaliBationa
.~u - 5.11
Evidentlv. we can conBtruct an intinite number ot other .et. ot
tour reterence matrices bv takinc linear combination. ot the
Pauli tar~et. (with the con.traint that each ba.e muat aatistv
5.11). In this Bection we will .tudv the detailB ot Buch ta~cet
"baB. t~anBformation. and .how that k i. a .pinor 1n a 6
dimen.ional real Bpace.
In matrix notation. two B1nele tar~ets [S.] and [S2) are
orthoeonal it
PAG!; 1""
anO
- 5.:L2
Equation 5.12 provides 2 constraint equations ror ortho~onality.
In aOOition. both matrices are to be normaliseO. so aOdin~ a
rurther constraint ror each matrix. Hence. in constructin~ an
arbitrary set or 0 basis matrices. we be~in with a normalised
tar~et [SI], havine 6 Oeerees or rreeOom (takine into account
the normalisation constraint). The seconO tar~et must be chosen
so as to 8atisfv 5.12 and normalisation. so has onlv 5 de~rees
or rreedom. Similarlv. the third and rourth component. have 3
and 1 decrees or freeOom respectivelV. In all. there are 6 + 5 +
3 + 1 - 15 decrees or rreedom in con.tructine a new base. Note
that ror svmmetric matrices. onlv three basis tareets are
required. .0 the chance or base has onlv 8 decrees or rreedom.
Finallv. ir we deal onlv with the set ot diaconal matrices
(~]. onlv 2 (diaeonal) base matrices are reQuired and the
transformation ha. onlv 3 decrees ot treedom.
In eeneral. we may write the chance ot tareet baae as a
matrix equation relatine the new base r to the Pauli tarcets ~
as
- 5.13
where [U.] is a OxO unitarv matrix with unit determinant. In
"this case the tarcet vector k transror.. aa .
" Ak - [U.l'.k· - 5.111
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(see equation 2.35) where
k.' = I~ Tr([S].(Y')
As an example, we mav choose the new base
which corre.pond. to a unitar~ chan&e o~ base matrix
1 1 o o
- 5.15
1 -1 o o
o o 1 i
o o 1 -1
and eive. ri.e to a tareet vector
"k - (S•••Sn •Sn •Sn ) ,
Note that there i. onlv one invariant under unitar~
tran.rormation. or tareet baBe. namelv
1\ "k·'.k • Span( [S]) - 5.16
To emphasise the de&rees o~ ~reedom inherent in chance ot tar&et
base tran.~ormation., we will now con.ider the chan&e o~
reterence polarisation base, which we discusBed in 2.3. as a
.pecial ca.e o~ our .atrix [U.].
In terms or the .catterina matrix [SAl. we can write the
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chan2e of pol&risation base a8
[Sa J ' = [Uz l' [Sa] [Uz J
but
i\
k' .. ~ k,'er,
1\
k = ~ k.6i
B¥ u8in& the re.ult. or Appendix 1. we can derive a 4x4 matrix
1\ 1\relatin& k' to k ie.
" 1\
k' - [UuJk - 5.17
where the element. or [u...J are Kiven b¥
Uu .. - 5,18
and
CSi •• [U,)6', [UI)' - 5.19
B¥ u.inc
[
1 -'.J[Oa) • A! 1 - 5.20
the elements or [u~) may be obtained a. follows:
Row 1 l+ I·' .U"(f' >Jtu, J 6V [U2 l' = [liz] [UJ J' = AJ - 5.21
211m(1' ) 1 + f· .
•0
un .. 1 + Re(f') Un ..-111ft(f ')
u•• .. 21111l(/) UI4 .. 0
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The othe~ rows mAY be obtaineo 1n a s1m11a~ manne~ to ~1elO
1 + Re(f') -1XIII(;,I) 21Im(f') 0
ilm(t'·) 1 - Re(f/J) 2Re <f' ) 0
[U., ] = A· - 5.22
211m«( ) -2Re(,t') 1 - 1';1 • 0
0 0 0 1 + tr:
Notice that ~ is a tE'ans~oE'mation invariant ie. Sn - 8,..i.
invariant under a chance of polarisation reference base (we met
a .pecia1 case o~ this when we discussed the trans~ormation o~
svmmetric .catterinc matrices in chapter 3). We can also show
that
det( [S.l) K ICe· - k.· - k.· - ac... - 5.23
is an invariant under [U,,]. Note that neither o~ theae
quantities will be invariant under the more ceneral chance o~
tarcet base.
In chapter 2 we .aw how the eroup SU(2) is homomorphic to
~. and hence how we can define the wave spinoE' E aa a point on-
"a 3-.phere (the Poincare sphere). We will now investicate
~urther the eeneral properties o~ the croups 8U(n) and 0.+ with
1\a view to showinc that the tarcet vector k i. a .pinor in a 6
dimen.iona1 Euc1idean .pace.
The set. o~ Unitarv and rotation matE'ice. are example. o~
Lie croup., meaninc that all croup properties follow from
considerinc in~inite ••imal tran.~ormation. in the neichbourhood
o~ the identitv element. It follows that we can represent a
unitarv .atrix U a. a power .eries
U - 1 + iaH + (iaH)2/2 + •••••• I: exp(iaH) - 5.24
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whe~e H is called a Kene~ato~ and fo~ unita~y m&tricee U, will
be hermitian ie. ~T = H (if U has unit dete~minant then H will
be t~acele.s as well as he~mitian). The numbe~ or ~ene~ato~s
reQui~ed to represent an n dimensional unita~~ mat~1x is one
problem we will .olve sho~tl~ but, the set ot all such
~enerator. will sati.t~ a commutation relation
- 5.25
where the .et ot number. a....a~e called the structu~e constants.
Commutation ia a very important property ot aroup .tructure. and
the number ot .utuallv commutina aene~.tors i. known as the rank
ot the aroup. In addition. there will al.o exi.t nonlinear
tunctions ot the cenerator•• called Casimir operators. which
commute with all the croup cenerators. The number ot Casimir
operator. equal. the rank ot the croup.
A. an example ot this theorv con.ider 8U(2). the croup ot
2x2 unitarv .atrice. with unit determinant. It ha. 3 aenerator.
which sati.tv the commutation
; r'
~.,
t:... i. called the perautation oper-atorand i. detined a. -;~ "
(_,... 1(-1) it i~k are a cvclic (anticvclic) permutation ot
123 (otherwi•• [an II: 0).
There are manv po••ible representations ot this aroup (aee
Artken 1970) but tor the tundamental repre.ent.tion. the
Kenerators are the Pauli mat~ices considered earlier. The rank
i. Kiven bV the number ot diaaonal tracele •• Kenerators. which
tor SU(2) i. ~u.t 1 (a.) ana .0 there is onl~ 1 Casimir
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ope~ato~, name1~
- 5.26
In o~de~ to rind the numbe~ or cene~ato~. ~eQui~ed ro~ SU(n), we
note that an nxn Unita~y mat~ix has nZ de~~ees or r~eedom so
SU(n) has ~ - 1. Bence, knowin~ n we can calculate the number
or aene~ato~s ec.
!l
nJi_ 1
1 0
2 3
3 a• 155 2"
6 35
As an example. SU(3) ba. 8 cenerato~s (we mav choos. any .et or
eicht linearly independent traceless 3x3 hermitian matrice.). It
turns out that only two or the.e can be diaconal and .0 8U(3)
has rank 2 (and 2 C.simi~ ope~ators).
In order to d.scribe an n element complex vector a. a
spinor. we must do more than identiry tbe cenerators or 8U(n)r
we mu.t rind a bomomorphic relationship between tbe croup ot
tr.nsto~ation. SU(n) and some rotation c~oup 0.·. We can easi1~
.how that an _ x _ real o~tboconal matrix bas .(m-1)/2 decrees
or rreedom and. clearl~, ror .ucb a homomorphi.m to exist, the
decree. or r~eedom in ~. must match those in su(n). We have
!!! m(m-1)/2
1 0
2 1
3 3
" 6S 10
6 lS
7 21
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From this table we can c~early see the SU(2)-Oa· homomorphism
but also note that ~. may be homomorphic to SU(4). This is an
interestin~ resultr if it ia true, we can describe the tar~et
1\
vector k as a spinor in a 6 dimensional real space and 80 map
tar~ets onto the .urface of a 6-sphere (we will see in chapter 6
the ph~sical benefit of doin~ just this).
It i. shown in Appendix 3 that this homomorphism doea
indeed exist and we will now use the results derived therein to
develop the 15 canerators or su(n).
We beein by notine that just as we could write the real
matrix ~. in term. Of three composite plane rotations (the
Euler ancl.a). we can likewi•• writ. the 6 x 6 rotation matrix
as the product of 15 composite plane rotations:
Q.• ., n Olii.,
where i - 5.l••••1 and j - 6.5 ••i+l. or the 15 anel.s, 5 ar.
10ne1tude anel•• -180· < e < 180· (e•••ea••e•••e.. and e.. )
while the other 10 ar. latitude anel.s -90- < fJ < 90·. Itach
matrix 0" correspond. to a rotation in the ij plane. Por
example
co.(e) 0 0 0 0 -.in(e)
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0.• ., - 5.28
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
.in(8) 0 0 0 0 cos(e)
It i•• hown in Appendix 3 that 0.· .ay also be wr1tten
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where W i. a 6 x 6 complex matrix (not necessarily ortho~onal)
whose elements are related to the minors or a correspon~in&
matrix in SL(4). Q i8 a 6 x 6 transformation matrix ~iven bV
[
~ :1I:.]
Q • (1 - i)/2
:11:. X.
- 5.29
where I~ 18 the 3 x 3 identitv matrix. Xl we write 0,· in the
block rorm
~.- [: :] - 5.30
then we can calculate W a.
[cc - B) + iCA + D) (0 - A) + i(B + C)]
W - -i/2 - 5.31(A - D) + 1(B + C) (B - C) + i(A + D)
Ir we do this ror 0•• we obtain
l+co.(e) 0 -i.in(e) -i(l-co.(e» 0 -sin(e)
0 1 0 0 0 0
-i.in(e) 0 l+co.(e) .in(e) 0 i(l-co.(e»
W •
i(l-co.(e» 0 -.in(e) 1+C08(e) 0 i.in(e)
0 0 0 0 1 0
8in(e) 0 -i(l-coa(e» i.in(e) 0 1+C08(e)
Ravine obtained W, we can now calculate ~. the A x A unitar~
matrix corre.pon~inc to~. Fo~ ~. we obtain
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cos(0/2) (I (I sin(0/2)
0 c05(0/2) isir.(0/2) 0
U•• = - 5.33
0 1111n(8/2) cOII(0/2) 0
-lIin(8/2) 0 0 c08("/2)
We can obtain the eenerator for rotation. 1n the 16 plane b~
Wl'itinK U•• in the fo!'m
U•• = exp(18/2. 'l.)
- CO.(8/2)t +
where 't i. the cene!'ato!'.eiven b~
1. o o
- '.35
o o 1 0
o o o -i
i o o o
BV repeatine the.e calculation. tOl' all 15 plane !'otation
anele •• we a!'!'iveat the .et ot eenerator. t a•• hown in tieure
26 (al.o .hown al'8the corre.pondinK plane rotation. in 6
.pace). Toeethe!' with the A x A identitv matrix ,•• the ••
matrices form a complete •• t•• 0 anv • x A matrix A. mev be
expre ••ed a. a linear combination of the •• matrice •. aach .atrix
mav then be repre.ented bv & .et of ordered coefficient. ~,
where
- 5.36
Mo.t .1Knificantlv. if A i. hermitian then the coefficient
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vector a wi11 be real. We wi11 see in the next chapter that "a"~
bear. a .imp1e re1ationship to the e1ement. of the tar~et
Mue11er matrix (M]. For the moment it i. sufficient to reali.e
that the e1ement. of a are invariant. under p1ane rotations in~
6-space ec. au 1. 1nvariant under a11 rotations of the t~pe U••
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.1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 .1
0 .1 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0-l l
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 • 1 0 0 0 0 • 0 0l -L,
a 0 0 .1 0 o -t 0 0 • 0 0 .1 0 0 0l
lo '1,(26) '12. (2") La (4 b)
0 1 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 o -t 0 0 • 0l
1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 o -t 0 o -1 0 0 .1 0 0 -t 0 0 0
0 0 • 0 0 0 o -1 l 0 0 0 0 1 0 0l
'14 (3 5) "Ls Cl 4) 1.6 (I t) "1.7 (12)
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 • :1 0 0 0 o -1. 0 0l
0 0 0 l 0 0 j, 0 o -1 0 0 • 0 0 0l
1 0 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .1
o -t 0 0 -1. 0 0 0 0 0 o -1 0 0 1 0
"\.8 (IS) "9 (3lt) "lID (.3 E) . '1. (2.3)II
0 0 0 1 0 o -t 0 0 • 0 0 .1 0 0 0l
0 o -t 0 0 0 0 :1 • 0 0 0 o -1 0 0-l
0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 o -1 0l l
1 0 0 0 0 :1 0 0 0 0 :1 0 0 0 0 :1
"l12- (13) '1. (45) "l (S-f,) ~15
(25)
13 ,..
FIGURE 26:1, MATRICES
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CHAPTER 6: TARGET DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS
6.1 The Tar~et Coherency Matrix
1\In the last chapter we showed that the tar~et vector k is a
spinor in a six dimensional real space. In this chapter we will
study the properties o~ the tar~et spin matrix
[Tc1
which is a a x U hermitian operator and trans~orms under a
chan~e o~ tar~et base as
- 6.1
Since [~] is unitar~ and [Tel hermitian. a tar~et base can
always be found for which the tar~et spin matrix is dia~onal. We
will see in the next section how this result may be used for the
analysis of fluetuat1n~ tar~ets but first we will examine more
closely the properties of [T,] for sin~le tar~ets.
The simplest tar~ets to consider initially are those
represented by the set of all dia~onal Bcatterin~ matrices [SAD]
(see eQuation 3.25). For these tar~ets k may be written
k ..[kO] _ [m (1 +
k1 m(l
tanll"exp(-i2x >>]
tanll"exp(-i2X »
-6.2
In this case the tar~et spin matrix is anala~ous to [J). the
wave coherency matrix and
= [PO+P1
P;z+ip;,
Pf,GF 312
r.The change of target base 1s governed b¥ SU(2) and so k is a
spinor in 3-space and we can map the set o~ all dia~onal tar~ets
onto the sur~ace o~ a 3-sphere (see ~i~ure 27). The tar~et
'"4-vector associated with the spinor k is ~iven b¥ p where
Po = mZ{l ... tan4r-) - 6.3
Pl = 2m%tan%Ycos{2x) - 6.4
- 6.5
- 6.6
From these eQuations we can see that all tar~ets with a skip
an~le o~ o· or 180· are mapped onto the eQuator with ~o and ~l
antipodal. At 90- to the a••cr. diameter are the two d:ipo1e
tar~ets with de~enerate forks ( Y = 0·),
Movin~ off the eQuator. the loci of tar~ets with y = 45-
lie alon~ a ~reat circle passin~ throu~h the poles, CS". and ~•.
Note that the Quarter wave plates lie at the north and south
poles ie Y = 4S· and x • ~4S·. Finall~. note that the upper and
lower hemispheres map tar~ets with opposite sisn o~ skip an~le
(positive in the upper and nesative in the lower).
It is most important to note that each point on this
sphere corresponds to a target, not to a wave state. and so we
can analvse chan~es in tarset parameters bv plottin~ the motion
of points over a sphere (see section 6.3).
Considerins the more ~eneral class of svmmetric matrices,
'"k becomes a 3 element target vector ie.
and the chan~e of tar~et base is ~overned bv SU(3), In this case
there is no homorphism with a rotation ~roup and so k is not a
spinor. As a result we cannot map these tarsets onto a real
sphere. Nonetheless, we saw in chapter 3 that svmmetric matrices
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Target Stokes vector !2
p = m" (i+tano)
0
p. = 2m2.tan'tcos2iX~
I=! = m~ (i-tan»)1. '
P. = 2m~tanosLn2?(
3
FIG. 27: TARGET SPHERE
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a~e of special interest in radar .catte~in~ because of the
combined ettect. ot the recip~ocitv theo~em and the antenna
coordinate .~.te.. Even thou~h they have no homomorphism of
their own, we can map them into the wave space throuKh the
multipoint repre.entation known as the polarisation tork.
Finallv, we will consider the most ~eneral cla.s ot
tar~et. where the .catterinK matrix has no specitic torm other
than beinc 2 x 2 complex. In this ca.e ~ is A x A hermitian and
1\
k i. a spinor in 6-space. We will write Tc in the paramet~ic
tora
[Tc] 0:
C-iD H+iG l-i3
- 6.7
C+iD Bv+B 2:+i.. K-iL
H-iG !:-iP M+iN
I+i.T K+iL M-iN A.-A
Thi. notation i. a senerali.ation ot that tir.t introduced bV
Buvn_n (1971)( althouch he do•• not make explicit reterence to
the matrix Tc but rather to the Mueller matrix [M).
We can ••_ that Tc ha. potentiallv 16 dearee. ot treedom (the
sam. as (M]) althouch tor sincl. tarcet. there will be .0..
con.traint equations on the el.ments of T. due to the fact that
a tarcet ba.e exists for which
(Tn) =
o o o o
- 6.8
1 o o o
o o o o
o o o o
where 1 i. the tarcet 8ic.nvalue (civ.n b~ the .pan of [S) and
"the correspondinc .icenvector i. the tarcet vector k.
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We mav reexpress this constraint in the torm that all
minors of Te must be zero. An n x n matrix ha. nZ ainors and so
potentiallv 2nz constraint equations. However, since T~ is
hermitian, 80me constraints will be real (.~ to be exact) while
everv complex constraint equation will be matched bV its complex
con~ucate. This mean. that in all there are onlv n2 constraints
for an n x n hermitian matrix. We will 8ee .hortlv that these
equations match those mentioned in chapter ~ when discussinc the
conditions under which the tareet Mueller matrix represents a
.incle tareet. However. be~ore we ~ind the connection between
[M] and [Te). we will rirst examine .ome of the properties o~
the parametric element. A •••••N.
The.e coe~ticient. are o~ 2 tvpes. the leAdinc diasonal
terms are po.itive real ie. A.+A. A.-A. 8o+B. 8o-B are all >= O.
Because of their special properti.. thev are termed tareet
cenerator. and clearlv represent the macnitude. of the tarcet
vector element. kt. Thus. in the Pauli ba.e the~ represent the
macnitude. of tarcet svametrv. antisvmmetrv and first and .econd
quadrant irreeularitv.
The o~~ diaconal terms -av be po.itive or nesativa real
and are called couplinc parameters .inc. th.v coupl. the
.vmmetrv properties of the a ba.i. tarcet. cho.en for the
expan.ion of (S]. Thev are controlled bV their respective
cenerator. in the .en.e that if one cenerator i. zero then all
the couplinc parameter. in the appropriate row (column) are zero
es. i~ the tarcet 1•• vmmetric A•• A and I.J.K.L.M,N are all
zero. We mev .ummari.e the.e relation.hips bV drawine a tarcet
map (see fisure 28). This summarises. in craphical torm. the
interrelation between the 16 phenomenolocical tarset parameter.
and -ev be used for the basi_ of a tarcet classification .cheme
(.ee Ohapter 1 for example.).
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We now turn to the problem of relatin~ [T,) to [M).
Clearly these two must be related because both derive rrom the
scatter~n~ matrix CS]. We will find that the elements of [M) are
simply the expansion coef'f'icients of' [Tc] in terms of '!l' the
~enerators of' SU(4) and so, ~eometricallY, the elements of the
tar~et Mueller matrix are just the set of' invariants under plane
rotations in a 6 dimensional real space.
To prove this result, we can relate [M] to [Tc] by uein~
the results of' Appendix 1 to derive the Mueller matrix in terms
Aof' k by writin~ [S] in the parametric form
[
ko +ka
CS] II:
kz+ika
kz -ikaJ
ko-ka
- 6.9
Af'ter a len~thY but strai~htf'orwar~ calculation we can write [M)
~n terms of' the 16 tar~et parameters as
C+N H+L F+1
- 6.10[M] •
C-N A+8 E+J O+K
H-L E-J A-B D+M
1-F K-O M-D
Note that [M] is expresse~ in the conventional coordinates: in
the antenna system the fourth row is mult~plie~ by -1.
We can then prove that (see Appendix 4)
- 6.11
and hence the result that mu represent invar~ante under plane
rotations in 6-space. This result is particularly ~ratifyin~
because of' the similarity with the ~erivation of the Stokes
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vector from the wave coherency matrix. Note however that the m'J
are not the coordinates of a point in 6-space but rather are
related to rotations in 6 dimensions.
6.2 Partial Tar~ets
So far we have considered only sin~le tar~ets ie. those where
the elements Of [S] are constant. More ~enerally. tar~ets are
viewed in a dynamic environment and the elements of the
scatterin~ matrix are functions Of time and/or position. Such
tar~ets will be called partial in direct analo~y with the
definition of partiall~ polarised waves in chapter 2. Clearly.
such tar~ets cannot be represented by a single spinor k and it
is the purpose of this section to di~cuss methods by which these
d~namic tar&ets can be included in the spinor formalism of
chapter 5.
One approach is to measure the elements Of CS] in real
time and calculate all the auto and cross correlation functions
to characterise the statistics Of the fluctuatin& tar&et. This
method may not alw~s be possible: CS] requires a coherent
reciever and must be measured on a time or freQuenc~ multiplex
basis (see chapter 7). Even so. this technique still be&s the
Question: how do we anal~se the data so as to extract the
important tar&et information and how is this data to be
interpreted in the li&ht of the spinor geometry of chapter 5?
We might sug~est trackin& the loci of null states on the
Poincare sphere. Although this can be useful for some
applications (such as rain clutter suppression. see Poelman
1983) it becomes verv difficult to simultaneousLy track all the
null states (particularlv for nonsvmmetric matrices) and in
particular. it is difficult to assess the cross correlation
properties and so detect the presence or otherwise Of a dominant
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t&~~~t. This is due to the fact that the ecatte~1n~ mat~ix has a
,multipoint ~ep~e.entation on the Poincare sphere. What we need
is a sin~le point ~epresentation and, as we saw in ch&Pte~ 5. we
can find such a .appin~ b~ usin~ the SU(4)-~· homomorphism.
Accordin~ to this mappin~, we rep~esent the tar~et at a ~iven
instant as a point on the surface of a 6 dimensional sphere: as
time pro~resses the point moves over the su~~ace, tracin~ out
some locus (which m~ or mav not cover the whole sphere) and
resultin~ in a pa~tial tar~et. However, the advanta~e of this
model i. that b~ usin~ it, we can easilv spot the presence o~ a
dominant sin~le taraet and can even define a ~ormal measure o~
the statistical disorder of the process bv definin~ the tar~et
ent~opv.
To measure this .ntropv and assess the correlation
properties. we need onl~ ~orm the averace Mueller matrix <[M]>.
from which we can calculate «Te]>. It i. the latter coherencv
Amatrix, beinc related to the taraet .pinor k. which provides the
basis for our analv.is (see chapter 7 for details of the
meaaurement of (M]and (Tel).
To demonstrate the method. we will consider the .imple
case of a tarcet co.posed o~ 2 independent scatterers, each
Arepresented bv a spinor k (see fieure 29). The whole taraet i.
contained within the coherence volume Of some sou~ce, the
resultant field at the receiver then beine a1ven bv the coherent
sum Of the elementarv sicnal. from 1 and 2. We can express this
result. includinc polarisation. bv writ1nc the resultant tarcet
~spinor k as
ft ~ A A A
k • k. + ka = k. + exp(i¢)ka - 6.13
where the phase anal. 9 represents the wavelencth and spatial
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variation through the usual tactor
1\ 1\Clearl~. unless kl and kz have the aame null atates. the
" '"resultant ~ork will be different ~rom that of either kl or ~
and will not. in Keneral, be siaplv related to them. Further. as
"d. ?.or e chanKe, k will chanite and the taritet become partial. We
can expre.s the instantaneous coherenc~ matrix as
- Tn + Tcz + T"lz+ Tnl
where Tellis described aa a cro.s coherencv matrix which mav
not itself' be heZOlllitian(o~ course, the sum Tell+ TczIwill
alwavs be hermitian). Por a partial tarKet we can ~orm
<Tc> • Tel + To + <Ten. + Tell>
" /Iwhere we have assumed the component apinors kl and ka are
constant (note that this m~ not be true if'.··f'orexample, we use
"a broadband source). The time variation o~ k is then caused b~
interference e~~ects related to the spatial aeparation ot
scatterers and so we can ea.11~ extend the above ~ormulation to
a collection o~ ~ di~~erent tareets contained within the
coherence volume ot some source to produce
rJ tJ N
<T,,>• L:Tel +<L: L(TcU+Tcli)cos (~i - elY) >
i.el iT>!. ~=I
- 6.111
This expression becomes a lot simpler i~ we can .ssume the phase
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~='1TdSine
A
A A A A i'A
le = ka• kb = ka... £ k.
T - itt -tit. i ~t. (t t t ei-, i ~t ei- )e-' - a Q b b a b b a
For N Scattering Centres
N N N A ". A A.
Te~ 2: te .• :t :t (k. kJ• kJ k. ) cos (-'. - e/.,J );:1 I J>i i~1- I • •
Where o£j : Phase of the ith Scattering Centre
t1. ru:l c(... 0
FIG.29 MODEL FOR COMPOSITE TARGET
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an~le c(;-Ol,jto be uniforml.Y random over the interval 0 to 2'Tr,in
which case the cross coherency matrices can be i~nored and Tt is
formed by simply addin~ the component coherency matrices. This
result has important conseQuences for the analysis Of the
scatterin~ from clouds Of dissimilar particles (see Chapter 7).
Note that this decorrelation Of scatterers may be caused either
by havin~ lar~e N or by intentionally varyinst ~ (or e) so as to
cause the phase anstle to averaste to zero.
In ~eneral however, for monochromatic illumination Of a
tarstet where N is small. the cross terms in 6.1U will be
important and the final matrix will bear no simple relationship
to the properties of the elementary scatterers.
As a second example of composite tarstet formation, we
will consider the case Of multiple scatterinst where the incident
'\wave interacts first with a sin~le tar~et (with spinor k,) and
~then with a second (~). before beinst detected by a receiver. In
the scatterin~ matrix formulation the resultant matrix is simplY
the product of the composite tar~et matrices (see Jones 19U1).
We wish to describe this process in terms of the tar~et spinors
Unfortunately. we cannot simply form the inner product of
the component spinors because matrix multiplication does not map
into an inner product in spinor space. Instead, we have to
employ a set of 4 matrix operators
r -
where the ~ matrices are A of the SU(U) ~enerators considered
earlier (see fi~ure 26). With these defined we can obtain the
'\ " "resultant spinor k from the composite spinors k, and kz as
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1\ " 1\
k = kz'r ka - 6.15
1\so that the ith element o~ the spinor k is ~lven by
As an example, consider a~ain the conditions outlined in section
3.2 for the scatterinK matrix [S] to be dia~onalised by a
similarit~ trans~ormation (Q][S][Q]-T. We found that in the
conventional coordinates this required
We can now use 6.15 to calculate the Keneral form of CS] under
this constraint. We beKin b~ notinK that i~ [S] is equivalent to
~ ~k • (I<O.kl,kz.ka) then (S]-T has the tarKet spinor k-, [S]' the
~ 1\spinor kT = (ko, ka • kz, -~) and [SP the spinor kT-' By usinK
equation 6.15 we can then show that eo» CS] [S]-T = [S]-'[S], the
~spinor k must be constrained such that e, = 0z = ~ ie. that the
phases o~ the spinor elements ka,kz and ka are equal, SimilarlY,
we can show that in the antenna coordinates where we require
...[S] [Sl~ = [S]T[S]-, the constraint on k is that k, = 0 or CS]
is s¥mmetric.
The extension of 6.15 to hiKher order multiple scatterinc
is obvious ie.
k ., k ..-r k ..-1Tr ..... r ka - '.Ib
1\Note that the first element of k is alwa~s Kiven by the
hermitian product of the composite tarcet spinors. Hence, if
mUltiple scatterinc occurs between orthoKonal tarcets then
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kt·T• kz = 0, an<3 ko = O. In the Pauli tar>~et base t nr e may be
interpreted as a lack of tar~et symmetry (ie. Su = -Syy).
We can now derive the elements of the resultant coherency
matrix as
[Td· .
~J
and usin~ the fact that hermitian matr>ices commute, we can
express this as
[Tc;] ..
\oJ - 6.17
where i,j - 0,1,2,3 and TGl 1s the coherency matr>ix for the
first tar~et. This calculation requires knowled~e of the
commutation properties o~ ~ which we can easily show are
(It\. III.J = - 2i €. lUI IV\ - 6. 1 8
l.) l~ \.Ic-
where fUll is the permutation symbol ie. +1 for even
permutations of 1,2.3 and -1 ~or odd permutations <an odd number
o~ simple transpositions vields an odd permutation).
In summarv. we have seen that the treatment of
mult1component tar~ets is relatively simple usin~ the spinor
formalism (especiallv i~ we can .ssume decorrelation) whereas
the treatment of multiple scatterinK is more complicated and
requires the use of 4 of the Kenerators of SU(4).
6.3 Target Decomposition Theorems
In chapter 4 we discussed the use of wave decomposition theorems
tor the representation of partial wave states. We saw that there
were two different approaches: the first. to represent the wave
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as the non coherent sum of two pure states whi1e the eecond
invo1ved ~ep~sentin~ the wave a. the sum of a sin~1e pure state
p1us noise (in the form of a ~andom1v polarised component). Both
we~e based on the representation of partial statee b~ a
cohe~encv aatrix, (3].
Xn the last eection we aaw that a partial tar~et may also
be ~epresented b~ a coherenc~ matrix (a1thouCh 4 x 4 instead of
2 x 2) and coneeQuentl~. we now .eek a set of decomposition
theorema. analacous to those developed for the wave atates,
enablinc us to represent a partial tarcet b~ the sum of one or
more .tatisticall¥ independent component.. Xn particular. we
wish to discover whether o~ not the~e i. a tarcet dichoto~.
We will find that the~e 1. onl~ one unique decomposition.
based on the eicenvectors of [Tel. While the~e a~e an infinite
numbe~ of .incl. tarcet plus noise _odel •. Con.eQuentlv, there
i. no tercet dichotomv (a point WhiCh Buvnen (1971) failed to
~ealise) and .0 onlv one decomposition theorem for partial
tarcet ••
Decompositions relv on the statistical .icnificance of
diaconal coherencv _.t~ice., the absence of off diaconal t.rms
indicatine statistical independence between component spinors.
Xn practice we u.uallv beein bV usinc the Pauli reference ba.e,
which leads to a dlaconal [Tel onlv under fortuitous
oircumstances. However, havine .easured (or calculated) (Tel
usinc the Pauli tareet.. we can chance the tareet ba.e b~ usine
a unitar¥ ••trlx U•• Xn particular, we can alwav. find a baae
which diaconalls.s[TJ since the latte~ i. alwavs He~mitian. Xt
is this result which lead. to the followinc decomposition
theorems.
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l)The ~ tar~et theorem
Thi. is anala~ou. to the 2 state model ror waves in that we
express the tarcet coherenc~ matrix as the noncoherent sum or l
statisticall~ independent sin&le tarsets by perrormins an
eicenvector anal~sis or [Tel (note that this decomposition is
dirticult to derive when usinc the Mueller matrix rormalism).
Bence
- 6.19
The eicenvectors or Te rora a set or normalised orthoconal
sinsle tarcets (T. to ~) while the eieenvalues, a represent
their statistical weichts.
Ir Tc represents a sinele tareet then it•• inor. are all
zero or. eQU~valentlv. ~t has onl~ 1 nonzero eicenvalue. At the
other extreme. all • e~cenvalues are equal. all .~nor. are equal
and the tarcet is random ~e. there is no correlat~on in the
rluc~t~ons or the elements or [Sl. Between these two extremes
lies the set or partial tarcet. ror Wh~ch. as a aeasure or the~r
stati.tical d~sorder. w. derin. the tarcet entropv rrom the
eicenvalue. or Tc as
B, •
...
-~p. loc.P·
£...J • •i..,
- 6.'20
where
Ir Te has onl~ one nonzero eicenvalue then H, 0= O•. while ir p •
0.25 ie. a random tarset. then H, - 1.
We mav ~nterpret the quantities p. a8 the probabilities
that, on .akin~ an instantaneous measurement ot the tarcet
scatterinc matrix (Sl. the result will be the ith eicenvector or
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4. Thi. resu1t has .an~ impo~tant consequences ~or the
mea.u~ement and anal~.is ot tar~et data (see chapte~ 7).
The tact that Te must have positive e1~envalues imposes
ce~tain constraints on the minors ot Te and hence on the
elementa ot the corre.pondin~ Mueller .atrix. In pa~ticula~. we
note that not eve~y combination ot 16 real numbers represents a
tar~et MUeller matrix because 80me combinations lead to ne~ativ.
ei~envalues tor Te. Xn orde~ to examine these constraints mo~e
clo.elv. we detine a • x • matrix ot minors (xl. the ijth
element ot which i. the minor obtained by de1etin~ the ith ~ow
and jth column o~ Te. The condition tor sin~u1a~itv then becomel
(Xl - 0
while tor a partial tar~et
(Xl >- 0
Note that (Xl i•• x • hermitian and 80 potentiallv provide. 16
con.traint equations. However. not allot these are in~ependent
For exeaple. .in~le tarcet. have 1decree. ot freedom &n~ so
onl~ 9 ot the 16 con.traints provide~ b~ [Xl can be in~ependent
For avmaetric scatterine matrice.. (Xl i. 3 x 3 hermitian and
vi.lda 9 con.traint. but acain. tor sin~le tarseta. onl~ • a~e
in~ep.ndent, leavine [Tel with the , de~ree. ot treedom trom
(Sl. Nonethele••, the matrix (Xl m~ be u.ed a. an indicato~ ot
the number ot independent .insl.etar~ets re.Quired to represent
matrixl it (Xl - 0 then the tarset i. sin~ular. otherwise it i.
partial..
We m~ summarise theae constraints bv s&Vinc that the
tareet coherencv matrix (Tel must be positive detinite and onlv
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those 4 x 4 real matrices which satisfv this constraint mav be
described as Mueller aatrices. To test for this, we form [Tel
from [M] and then calculate [XlI if anv elements (real or
ima~inarv) of [X} are ne~ative then the ori~inal real matrix is
not a Mueller matrix. If thev are zero then the ori~inal matrix
corre.ponds to a sincle tarcet and if positive, to a partial
tar~et. This procedure i. equivalent to that outlined in chapter
• (equation •.24) but is eaaier to implement, bein~ based on the
hermitian coherenov aatrix rather than (M). Huvnen (1971)
derives explicit to~ o~ these equations tor svmmetrio matrices
but doea not use the coherencv matrix formulation.
Note that the decomposition of Te into one or more sin~le
tar~ets will not, in ceneral. vield the rea1 tar&et. phvsica1lv
comprisine the ob~ect under investieation. Rather the latter are
"blended" to produce a set ot • orthoeonal tarcet component ••
Thus. while we -av resolve Te. we mav not attach anv ph~.ical
existence to the coaposite tarcets. there will be manv different
real tareets which e1ve the aame partial tareet.
In summarv. we have a unique decomposition theorem tor
model11ne anv dvnamic acatterinc problem bV tour independent
sinele taraets occurrine with known probabilities, the most
probable taraet beina tbe one corre8Pondine to tbe laraest
eiaenvalue ot ~. This decomposition i. analacOU8 to tbe pure
state decomposition of [J]. and it i. interestine to speculate
on the existence ot a aecond decomposition Of Tc into 2
components: one whicb aatisfie. (x] • 0 and ao i. a sin~le
tareet and the other. a remainder 01" "noise" aatri·x which mu.t
be po.itive definite bermitian.
2)The Sinele Tareet Plus Noise Model
In thi. decompo.ition we attempt to identitv the presence ot a
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.in~~e unde~l~in~ .at~ix (s]. with all fluctuations bein~
asc~ibed to a "noi.e" term. In term. of Te. we w1.sh to write
Tel: Tee + Te"
where TA ha. an eQuiva~ent .in~le tar~et (ie [Xl = 0) and T~
i. po.itive derinite hermitian. This model corre.ponds to the
decomposition of a partiall~ polari.ed wave into the noncoherent
.um or a pure .tate plus randoml~ polari.ed component.
We will .how that the above decomposition 1. possible but
~ unique ie. th.re are an inrinite number of wavs ot
.ati.t~inc the required constraint •• Thi. mean. that there i8 no
phv.ical basi. ror adoptina this decomposition and thererore the
onlv unique and con.i.tent .odel ror tareet. is that based on
the eicenvector. or Te.
We beain bV exaainine the deere.. of treedom in each ot
the ter•• ot 6.19. On the lert hand 8ide, Tc must be po.itive
detinite he~itian and .0 ha. 16 deare •• or treedom (.atistv1n~
[Xl> 0). The.e mu.t be matched on the riaht hand .ider Tc. ha.
7 de~ree. ot treedom .ince it mu.t .ati.rv [Xl - 0 to be a
.inele tar~et. Thi. leave. 9 deare •• ot freedom tOr T~, a
po.itive detinite hermitian matrix with potentiallv 16 deere ••
or rreedom. ClearlV, we can .ati.tv the.e con.traint. in an
1ntinite nUMber of wav. 1e. there are an intinite number or
aatrice. T••• ti.fvina 6.19 because the noise matrix ha. onlv
to be positive definite her.itian.
A. an ex_ple. let us con.ider Hu~nen.'. theorem (1971)
Which i. applicable onlv to .ymmetric matrices ie. Tc i. 3 x 3.
He .xpr ••••d the coherencv matrix in the tora
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C-iD H~iG
C+iD Bo~B-wl lt~iP-W2
ft-iG a-iP-wz· B.-B-w.
~
oo
o
o
o
where WI and w. are real and WI is complex (eivine the noise matri
• decree. or rreedom and the .inele tarcet. 5). Hu~nen call.
this noi.e term a canonical N-tarcet (.tandin~ ror
non.~etrical noi.e) and we can .ee that it certainlV ha. zero
tar&et .~etrv (A. - 0). To call it a "noise" tarcet however i.
a bit or a aisnomer. an example or such a tarcet bein~ the
dihedral rerlector (~I). Buvnen &r&ues that this decomposition
i. unique and so i. a valid tarcet model. Bv u.inc the coherencv
.atrix roraali.m however. we can .ee that he ha. cho.en onlv one
.pecial ca.e. ror example. we could choo.e to .et So • B in the
noi.e matrix and then the decompo.ition become.
C-iD-Wz B~iG
B+iP
.-BB-iG a-1F o
+
o
o
oo
which ~epre.ent. a dirrerent but eQuallV valid decomposition.
Asain the noi.e term ha. the rora or a "canonical tarcet" but we
could po.tulate an 1nr1nite number or noncanonical rorm. bv
lettinc T.have a more "eneral ro.. ie •• x 4 hermit1an with
nonzero diaconal term. but .till onlv 9 decree. or rreedom.
We conclude that this decompo.ition mu.t be rejected a. a
u.erul tarcet model on the cround. that it 1.·not unique and .0
the onlv valid decomposition theorem ror tarcet. is the
eicenvector decompo.it1on or Te.
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CHAPTER 7: EXPERIMENTAL POLARIMETRY
7.1 Measurement of Pure and Partial Wave States
In this section we wi11 discuss practica1 methods for the
measurement of both pure and partial wave states and describe
the main features of an experimental system used by the author
for the verification of 80me of the key theoretical results
outlined in chapters 2 to 6.
Pure atates can be measured in many different ways, the
most common techniques beine two channel coherent detection and
null polarimetry.
The measurement of the wave .pinor ! calls for the
reception of two orthoeonal components (ee. horizonta1 and
vertical linear or left and rieht circu1ar). By mea.urine the
amplitude. ~ phasea (relative to 80me common coherent source)
of the aiena18 in each of these two channels. both E. and K, may
be determined. However. becauae this technique requires coherent
detection it i8 limited by cost and technical feasibility •
•specially at hieh radar frequenci.a and in optic •• In the
latter case. polarimetry i. a well developed science with pure
atate ••aaurement based alMoat exclusively on nu11ine
techniquea.
In null polarimetry. elliptical wave atates are first
converted to linear polarisation by usine a rotatable
compen.ator (Which in many instances is just • quarter wave
plate). When followed by linear polaro1d. a null .ien&l can then
alway. be obtained for arbitrary elliptical incident state. The
only re.triction i. that ~ and "'t' st~ constant durine the
meaaurement period. The attract1ve feature of this techn1que is
that no ca11bration of the detector 18 reQu1red becauae only
null .ienal. are to be detected.
Null polari.etry sutfer. from 2 main drawbacks: fir.tlv.
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for mu1tip1e measurements the nullin~ procedure becomee tedious
and 1s not easilv automated. Secondly. when dynamic events are
to be analysed, ~ and ~ chan~e with time and the need to rotate
devices to measure the wave state becomes too restrictive.
Because o~ the drawbacks o~ both coherent 2 channe1 and
null polarimetrv. an alternative measurement technique was
souKht ~or use in this thesis. The requirements are ~or a system
which may be easily automated and capable o~ (near)
instantaneous measurement ot the wave state. With these in mind
a parallel processor was desiKned tor instantaneous measurement
ot the wave Stokes vector. Like null polarimetry. this technique
is baaed on intensitv measurements and so coherent detection is
not required. Unlike null polarimetrv however. it is capable o~
(near) instantaneous measurement ot e and T and is easilv
interfaced to a microcomputer ~or automation and analvsis.
A block diacram ot the Stokes receiver is shown in tiKure
30. The wave is first aplit into tour parallel channels b¥
passin~ it throu~h a dit~raction eratine (300 lines/mm). The
sienals then pasa throueh four tilters matched to the followinK
wave state.: horizontal. vertical. +A~ linear and circular. Bv
solvinK the resultant set ot four linear equations in tour
unknowns. the Stokes vector ot the incident wave can be
measured. The detection was pertormed by an array ot ~our
photodiodes interfaced to a BBC microcomputer via a lock in
amplitier (LIA) and inteeratine ADC. Since only one LIA was
available. the outputs trom the array where multiplexed into the
receiver under procram control.
Because the system relies on relative intensity
measurements, a calibration procedure is required. This involves
transmittinK 2 known wave states (h and +AS·) throu&h the
receiver and matchine the sienal amplitudes in each channel.
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Ttle transmitter consists of a linea.%'lypolarise<i HeNe
laser (A=632.8nm) with a pair of quartz retardation plates, the
first of which is a half wave plate with nominal transmission
matrix
[s] _ [1 0]
o -1
Fieure 31 show. the locus of available polarisation states on an
,orthoeraphic projection of the Poincare sphere for rotations of
this plate from 0 to 9~ with a linearl~ polarise<i input. Note
that this plate allows lIlovementaround the equator of the sphere
and hence the aeneration of arbitrarv linear polarisation. The
second plate i. a quarter wave retarder with matrix
(S] - [: :]
For linear horizontal input this plate allow. ceneration of all
those states shown in fiaure 32 (note that at ~45· rotation •
left and richt circular are available). Bv cascadine both plate.
,
we can obtain a~ state on the Poincare sphere.
The receiver was constructed from 3 appropriately cut
pieces of 8N22 linear sheet polaroid. the fourth channel
containine a piece of circular polaroid. The dynamic ranae of
the receiver was approximatel~ 32dB and a t~pical time series
output for an incident h wave is shown in fiaure 33. Each
measurement of wave state requires a c~cle of A intensit~
measurements fro. the multiplexer. The latter was limited to a
maximum rate of 1Khz .0 ~ieldina a maximum Stokes measurement
rate of 250Hz. For pure state measurement a slower rate of aHz
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(1Hz Stokes measu~ement) was used with a mixtu~e of analo~ue and
dieital intee~ation in the LIA to imp~ove the siKnal to noise
ratio.
The ~eceiver was fixed in position but the t~ansmitter
could be rotated to obtain biatatic scatterin~ anKles ~anKine
from O· (forward scatter) to =90·. Note that it is not possible
to measure backscatter with this svstem, mainl~ because it is cw
and isolation ot transmitter and receiver is difticult (note
that the use ot beamspl1ttine mirrors is to be avoided because
thev cause polarisation transformations which distort the tar~et
intormation and have to be calibrated usinc a mo~e elaborate
procedure than that described above). Given this limitation, the
svstem was uaed tor the measurement ot pure atates and tor the
determination ot the scatterinc matrix Of several test tar~eta
fo~med trom combinations ot retardation plates and polaroid.
Resulta trom thia a~atem will be diacussed in the next section.
One kev advantaee ot intertacinc the receiver to a
computer is that we can uae it as an adaptive polaris.tion
tilter ie. we can .eaaure the wave Stokes vector and torm ita
inner product with a chosen test vector whose torm we can chance
at will. The result Of this product is then the same as passinc
the lisht throueh a sinele tilter matched to the test state and
so the svstem represents a piece ot "procrammable polaroid".
Thi_ feature i_ usetul tor validatine the calculated null states
ot test tarcets.
7.2 Meaaurement ot Sinele and Partial Targets
In the laat section we diacussed details ot a coherent optical
avstem desicned tor the ceneration and measurement Of wave
atatea coverinc the whole Poincare sphere. In this section we
describe the use ot such • avstem tor measurement ot the tareet
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scatterin~ mat~ix via the Muelle~ an~ cohe~ency mat~1x
ro~mulations.
Since the .~stem measures the Stokes vector of inci~ent
waves. it is natu~al to be~in by formin~ the Stokes ref1ection
or Muelle~ matrix [M). This can be obtained by sequentially
transmittin~ t wave states an~ measurin~ the Stokes vector of
the scattered li~ht. This ~ields 16 equations in 16 unknowns
(the elements or [M). which can be solved by the usual
techniques (Gaussian elimination with pivotal con~ensation was
used in this project). However, ca~e has to be taken ove~ the
choice o~ incident wave states to ensure that all equations are
independent. Th. set of state. chosen were nominally h. v. +45-
and lert circular althou~h, in practice, the wave states are
~irst aeasured without the tarcet in position for calibration
purposes (thi. is nec••sary because the quartz plates are not
per~ect: their rast and .low axes are well ali~ned, yieldin~ low
crosspolar teras, but the phase difference between ortho~onal
components is not exactly 98- or 180-). Bavin~ measured the
rour"probe" states, the tar~et was inserted and the measurements
repeated. The resultinc data was then used to solve ~or the
elements or (N).
The next staee is to calculate [Tcl ~rom the Mueller
matrix. Thi. can be done usin~ the results of 6.1 and vields a A
x A hermitian matrix. For the extraction of [S), we need to find
the eieenvectors or [Tcl. Since we expect one dominant
ei~envalue for sincle ta~cet., we could use routines for findin~
onl~ the maximum eieenvector but, since [Te] is only b x A. a
routine was used (Jacobi iteration) which calculates all
eieenvectors and eieenvalues of the coherency matrix.
As a result, an eieenvalue spectrum is obtained which can
be used ror the calculation of tareet entropy and for the
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iGen~irication or the "op~imum" sin~le tar~et. Knowin~ [S]. we
can then pertorm a sinKular value decomposition to tind the nul~
states. These null states can then be proKrammed into the
adaptive rllter and the transmitter adjusted to obtain a null
result. AccordinK to the theor~ ot chapter 3. the null states
should torm 2 orthoKonal pairs.
To illustrate the measurement and anal~sis procedure. we
will consider results tor the tollowine 3 test tarKets:
1) Free space
2) A .ica halt wave plate (~/2 at 560nm ~ AOnm)
3) A a1ca Quarter wave plate (~/l at 560nm ~ 80nm)
1) In the tirst instance. measurements were carried out without
a tarcet in position so as to meaSUre the matrix tor tree space
propacation. The measured Mueller matrix was
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 1.000 0.000 0.016
(M] • - 7.1
0.010 0.011 0.990 0.008
-0.005 -0.003 -0.003 1.006
which corr.sponds to a coherenc~ matrix
(Tel e
1998[()D] 5[269·) 11[61·] 6(-2ll·)
5(-26~] 2(0-] 6[21·] 8[38°)
where all macnitudes are x 1~1 and we have written complex
components in the torm amplitude[phase]. Fieure 34 shows the
calculated .icenv.lue spectrum tor [Te]. The spectrum is
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FIGURE 3~: FREE SPACE
-!l0.
-20.
-3e.
-4-e.
-se.
~.e EIGENVALUE ~ -2~.2 dB
2.e EIGENVALUE - -22.6 dB
3.0 EIGENVALUE ~ -29.6 dB
0.
!l.e 2.0 4-.03.0
f'f.GE r u a
normalised to the maximum ei~envalue an~ plotte~ on a
lo~arithmic scale. We can immediatelv see the presence of a
dominant ei~envalue. correspon~in~ to a dominant scatterin~
matrix CS] specified b~ the ei~envector
- 7.3k K
0.003 [9ot')
0.005 [-62"]
Thia vector correspond. to a acatterin~ matrix
- 7.'
which cloa.lv correaponda to that for fr.e apace.
Havin~ eatabli.hed the procedure we now turn our
attention to measurement of the .catterine .atrix for
tran.mi ••ion throu~h .ome .impl. optical element ••
2) Shown ln fieure 35 1. the eieenvalue sp.ctrum for a mica half
wave plate. Note that the entropv i. finite despite the .in~ular
nature of the tareet. Thi. i8 due to experimental error
(dependine on the nature of the•• error •• ome of the eiaenvalue.
ot [Tc] mAV in fact be neeative). Konethel •••• there 1. a
.tronel~ dominant eieenvalu. with correspondinc eicenvector
k •
0.018 [680]
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FIGURE 35: HALF WAVE PLATE
-!le.
-2e.
-3e.
-4-e.
-se.
~.e EIGENVALUE - -~2.6 dB
2.e EIGENVALUE - -~~.8 dB
3.0 EIGENVALUE - -~s.s dB
e.
2.0 3.0 4-.0
This spinor ~orresponds to a scatterin~ matrix
[
1.00
[S] -
0.01(-68°]
- 7.6
These results are to be compared with the nominal spinor
1\
k • (0.1.0.0)
and 8catterin& matrix
(s] _[1 0]
o -1
Pieure 36 ahow. the predicted lo~us of available wave states ror
h input and rotation or the plate from ~ to 90°. (compare with
ficure 31). The maximum deviation rrom linear states occurs at a
.otation of A5·. where the predi~ted output has an ellipticitv
or "'C'. 11-. We e.....check this result bV not1nc that A - 632. 8nm
and .0 the plate thickness (280 ~20 nm) correspond. to 0.AA3~
~O.03 or a phase dirrerence of 159· ±ll·. The .easured value
c1earlv lie. within these bounds.
Havinc obtained the scatterinc matrix [S]. we can perform
a sincular value anal~sis and express it in diaconal form. To do
this we form the hermitian matrices [S]. [S]-' and [S]·, • [S] and
find the 2 unitar~ matrices which diaconalise them bV similarit~
transformations. In this way we can express [S] as
[
O'69[~]
0.73[6·]
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F~om the 2 unita~y mat~ices we can calculate the normalised
Stokes vectors for the transmit base as
~ = (1.00. -0.09. -0.89. -O.~U) - 7.7
and
~ = (1.00. 0.09. 0.89. O.AU) - 7.8
and for the receiver base
~ ~ (1.00. -0.05. 0.99. 0.10) - 7.9
and
s • (1.00. 0.05. -0.99. -0.10) - 7.10
Note that all these vectors are expressed in the conventional
coordinate s~stem.
To check these results. the receiver states were used in
an adaptive filter and the transmitter state manuallv altered to
obtain a minimum aienal. The tareet was then removed and the
transmitter polarisation measured. The transmitter states so
obtained were
c • (1. -0.08. -0.95. -0.30)
and
c - (1. 0.05. 0.98. 0.20)
which are to be compared with 7.7 and 7.8 and confirm the
ortho~onalit¥ ot .insular vectors.
2) The eicenvalue spectrum tor the mica Quarter wave plate is
shown in ticure 38. A~aln the entropv is nonzero because of
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FIGURE 38: QUARTER WAVE PLATE
0.
-:1.e.
-2e.
-30.
-so.
~.0 EIGENVALUE = -:1.3.3 dB
2.0 EIGENVALUE - -:1.6.0 dB
3.0 EIGENVALUE - -23.6 dB
!l.e 3.0 4-.0
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experimenta1 error. bu~ ~he dominant ei~enva1ue has a
corre8pondin~ ei~envector
"k ~
0.646 [-9CfJ]
_ 7.11
0.761 [0°]
0.019[-1~]
and scatterin~ matrix
[
1.00
(S] -
0.03 (159·]
- 7.12
The predictive locu_ tor rotation ot the plate is shown in
tieure 37 (to be compared with tieure 32). Note that we cannot
aenerate circular polarisation with this plate at this
wavelen~th. Acain we can check the measured phase difterence b~
notins that at A - 632.8nm. the plate i. O.2211,!. 0.032
wavelensths thick. The expected phase an~le i_ then 79.5·~11.5·.
Asaln. the .easured value lie. within these bounds.
7.3 Applications to tareet classitication
Xn this .ection we wi11 discuss a classification scheme for
tar~ets based on their polarisation transformation properties.
The cla.sification will depend on structural properties of the
tarcet spinor and correspondin~ coherenc~ matrix. As such. we
will con.ider 3 basic tareet t~pes:
1) Linear tareeta. havine linear .insular vectors and ahowine
onl~ properties of linear birefrincence and/or dichroism.
2) Circular tareets. havinc circular .incular vectors and
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disPlayin~ circular bire~rin~ence (optical activity) and/or
dichroism.
3) Elliptical tarcets, bein, the most cenera1 classification and
includin, as special cases 1) and 2).
Finallv, we will consider the application of these
results to the problem of radar tarcet identification and to the
characteris4tion of radar backscatter from a cloud of linear
dipoles.
1) Linear tarcets are defined as all those havin, linear
transmit and receive eicenstates. The correspondin, sincular
value. mav have either a finite phase difference (correspondinc
to linear birefrincenee) or different macnitudes (linear
dichroi.m). but in either event. we may write the scatterin,
aatrix for .uch tarcet. in the form
[
eo.a.
[s) - -_ina.
.in8.]
co_e. [
t. 0 J
o ta [
cosaa -Sinaa]
sinea co_ea
- 7.13
where t. and ta are the complex .incular values Of [S].
expre ••ed in the (h.v) base. From this we can readily calculate
"the tercet spinor k with element.
ko •
I~ COS(a.-ea)(t.+ta) k... I"i' C08Cea+aa) (t.-tl).
k. = L .in(ea-el)(ta+ta)
2.
We can then make the followinc observations I
.) The tarcet _pinor for linear tarcets has the ceneral property
that ko and kl are in phase Quadrature. ka and ka are either in
ph.se or antipha_e.
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b) ~f 0. = 0z then k. = 0 ie. the scatte~in~ mat~ix is
svmmet~ic. In this case, ~ (the trace of the scatterin~ matrix)
is a transformation invariant (under a chan~e of polarisation
base) .
c) For pure biretrin~ence ie.it.l= Itzl, ko and k. are in phase
Quadrature. while tor pure dichroism, ta and tz are in phase and
ke, ka and kz are &11 in phase or antiPhase. However, tor a
mixture of the two processes (dichroism p1us birefrin~ence) the
phase of ko bears no .imp1e re1ationship to that ot k••
d) The coherencv matrix tor 1inear tar~et. has severa1 specitic
svmmetrieSl the couplin~ parameters I and F (the real and
ima~inarv parts ot the 03 and 12 elementa respective1v) are
zero. For symmetric matrices. Tc ia 3 x 3 and. in ~eneral, onlv
F wi11 be zero.
2) Circu1ar tar~ets are characterised bV havin& circular
polarisation ei~en.tates with the corre.pondin& ain&ular values
repreaentin~ circular biretrin~ence (optical activitv) and/or
circular dichroism. In the conventional coordinate avatem. these
tar~ets have a scatterin& matrix ot the torm
IS]. [: :] [t~:,] [: -:] - 7.111
with • correspondin~ tar&et spinor
II.
k • (t.+t.. O. 0, t.-t.) - 7.15
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In the antenna coo~d1nates the sc&tte~1n~ mat~1x for c1~cu1&r
ta~~ets becomes
[~] = [1 iJ fta 0] [1 i]
i 1 Lo ta i 1 - 7.16
which has a correspondin~ spinor
1\k • (0. ta-tit i(ta+ta). 0)
We can aee that circular tar~ets have ~ = ~~y (+ ~or
conventional and - ~or antenna coordinates) and ~ = +~" (+
~or antenna and - for conventional coordinates). In either case
the tarcet coherenc~ matrix is sparse: onl~ 2 cenerators and 2
couplin~ parameter. beinc nonzero.
3) ElliPtical tarcets represent the most ceneral class. The~
"have elliptical eicenstatea and show no particular s~mmetr~ in k
nor in T~. The sincular value. Of such tarcets represent
elliptical birefrincence and dichroism. Cl.arl~. linear and
circular tar~ets are special cases of this class but. for
convenience. we exclude them from membership and include onl~
those tar~ets which do not satisf~ the constraints of 1) or 2).
We will now consider 2 specific examples of the use of
polarisation information for tarcet classification: both involve
radar backscatter and so the antenna coordinate .~stem will be
used.
The first concerns the classification of tarcets usinc
short wavelencth radar (ec mm wave and .hort microwave). In this
limit. the backscatter 1s dominated b~ specular reflection from
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f~&t surfacee (facets) norma~ to the radar ~ine of si~ht and b~
multiple acatterine from corner ref~ectors (the latters
importance stems from its wider beamwidth when compared with
specular reflection from a flat surface). We can describe all
8UCh returns. po~arimetrica~~~. usin~ just 3 component matrices:
1) specular reflection at normal incidence m~ be represented b~
[01 01][Sa) =a
where
A is the area of the facet and A the radar wavelen&th. It muat
be emphaai.ed that althoueh a atrone reflection can occur at
normal incidence. the reflection decreases dramaticall~ for a
amall ahift awav from the normal. The half power beamwidth i.
approxi.atelv
e • 'v2a radians
where a ia the leneth of facet.
2) A trihedral corner reflector can be represented b~ the aame
scatterinc matrix aa 1). the main difference beine a lareer 3dB
beamwidth (up to approximatelv 40· in azimuth and e~evation).
Polariaetricallv it is ind1at1neu1ahable from the facet (NB we
are asaum1nc .etallic reflector •• If the corner i. made of
dielectric .aterial it will behave 1n a different manner to the
facet). Note that both the facet and the trihedral are rotation
invariant in a plane normal to the radar line .of aieht.
3) The dihedral reflector is formed bV 2 intersectine planes at
richt anclea. It ha. a wide beamwidth in a plane perpendicular
•to the ae.. (approxi.at.~v 30). but the same narrow beamwidth
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as the facet in the elevation plane. Howeve~. because it ie a
double bounce scatte~er. it has a different 8catte~in~ matrix
from tbe other two tar~ets considered. It is characte~ised by a
skip an~le of 18~ and is dependent on its o~ientation an~le
~elative to the ~ada~ ve~tical ~eference. It is a linea~ tar~et
witb t. = -ta and e. = ea. Hence it bas a scatterin~ mat~ix
[
COS20 -Sin2eJ[s] • x
-sin20 -c0820
and tareet spinor
hk • (0. cos20. -sin20. 0)
where e represents tbe an~le of tbe dihedral relative to the
reference vertical.
We now come to the task of clas.if~ine tareets made from
combinations of these 3 reflector t~pes.
The first point to note 1s that for monochromatic
illumination at fixed a.pect there will be a cohe~ent summation
of tar~et spinors and. from examination of the component
tareetso we can see that the object m~ appear to be an¥
.~etr1c matrix at all (dependin~ simp1v on the spatial
separation of scatterere and the wavelen~th). Hence. tar~et
classification at a sinele aspect and for fixed freQuenc~ is
not possible. at least usin~ this model for radar tareete. The
onl~ hope in c1assit~in~ sucb tar~et. is to use treQuenc~
a~ilit~ or variable a.pect data so as to decorrelate the
component tar~.ts and obtain a coherenc~ matrix which is the sum
of component matrices. In this w~ we arrive at a coherenc¥
matrix of the senera1 form
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oo
o
y
x y
o
o
o
o
a o o
o o
whioh has 3 parameters a.x and Y. The ~irst 2 relate to the
~elative amplitudes of .oatterin~ trom dihedral and trihedral
components. while Y relates to the correlation in rotation an~le
o~ dihedral •• In an~ ca.e. we oan see that the coherency matrix
i•• parse and there i. not a lot o~ tar~et polarisation
intormation pre.ent in the return sicnai. Ot course. it remains
to be seen whether such a model is acourate ~or real radar
tarcetsl it mav well be that the deviation trom pertect di and
trihedral scatterins is sutticient to provide more structure in
the ooherenoy matrix than expeoted. This mav be particularly
true at lower radar ~requencie. where the simple specular
soatterins approaoh i. expeoted to be less accurate.
Finallv. there 1_ the added complication that as tarcet
aspect chan~e •• so the distribution and amplitudes ot the
specular sca~terins centres will chanse. Thi. means that the 3
parameter. a, x and y will be ••pect dependent. makin~
classification more ditficult.
A. a seoond example o~ this classifioation _oheme.
consider the cenerel problem ot scatterins trom a clOUd ot
particles. Such scatterins has been examined trom a polarimetric
point ot view b~ Van De Hulst but never betore usinc the tarcet
decomposition theorems outlined in this thesis.
The sicniticanoe ot a cloud ot scatterers is that the
resultant cohereno~ matrix tor monochromatic illUmination will
be siven by the sum ot all component matrices, simpl~ because
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the ~a~~e numbe~ o~ scatterin~ e1ements in the c10ud causes a
decorrelation (as explained in section 6.1). Hence, in the most
trivia~ case when al~ scatterers are the same (e~. a c10ud of
spheres) the inte~~ated coherency matrix will just be n times
the coherency mat~ix of an individual tar~et (where n is the
number of scatte~ers in the cloud). Evidently, such a matrix
will have only 1 nonzero ei~envalue correspondin~ to the sin~le
ta~~et comprisin~ the cloud.
Xn eenera~ a c~oud wi~~ contain many different tar~ets
or, at the very least, a lar~e number of simi~ar objects in
various orientations. Por biatatic scatterin~ there are a lar~e
number ot permutations I Van De Hulst has summarised some ot
these bV considerin~ retlection properties in the plane ot
8catterinc and 1n the bi.ectrix. Fortunatelv, tor backscatter,
the seometrv simplities and we can ~enerate the coherency matrix
quite ea.ilv. In this s.ction, we will derive the matrix tor a
cloud ot identical scatterers distributed over a ranse ot
orientation ansle. in 8 plane normal to the radar line ot si~ht.
Xt we let the "parent" tar~et comprisin~ the cloud have a
.pinor k, then the spinor tor rotation ot the object throu~h e·
i.
k(e)- (k., sin28kl+cos2Dk., cos2Dka-sin2Dk.t 0)
Xf we denote the ijth element ot the coherency matrix ot the
parent 8S tl' then the elements 0' [Te(D)]. the coherency matrix
tor the rotated tarcet will be
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too = too
tOI = cos2etol + sin2etoz
toz = cos2etoz - sin2etol
tN = 0
til = cosZ2etil + sinZ2etzz + sin2ecos20Re (tu)
tu .,cosZ20tu - sinZ20tzi + sin20cos20 (taz - til)
til = 0
tu 1& cosZzetaz + .1nZ20tll - sinZ0cos20Re (tIZ)
tu = 0
The variable 0 will have some distribution o~ values depend inK
on the nature ot the cloud. 1n the simplest case, we can assume
e i8 unirormlv distributed over the ran~e 0 to 2rr. in which case
we can si.plitv the above usin~
<sin28> - <c082e> - <sin20cos20> 1& 0
<8inz0> 1& <cosI8> • 0.5
1n this ca.e the coherencv matrix becomes
o
o
o
o
o
(Tel =
o tU+tlZ
o
ix.(tu)
2t_ 0
o -i1m( tu)
o 0
tll+tll
which has the .ame de~ree8 or rreedom a. the trihedral/dihedral
tarcet model discussed earlier.
As an example. con.ider backscatter ~rom a cloud o~
dipole scattererst the parent spinor is
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A
k = (1. 1. O. 0)
and the cohe~encv .at~ix for a c10ud of such partic1es is
2 o o o
[Teo] =
o 1 o o
o o 1 o
o o o o
C1ea~lY the ei&enta~cets a~e the Pauli set (ie. t~ihed~al and
dihedral svamet~v) and the tarcet eieenva1ues indicate a
.t~once~ co~~elation of trihedral than dihedral type a¥Mmetry.
Thi8 ~e8ult could provide the basis for discriminatine such a
tarcet from othe~s with different matrix st~ucture.
In .umma~v. we have seen that fo~ ~ada~ backscatte~ f~o.
a cloud of identical but random1y o~iented scatterers. the
cohe~encv .at~ix i. spa~se•• akine the clas8ification at such
ta~set. difficult. Aa an example we conside~ed a
trihed~al/dihedral ta~cet model fo~ hieh frequency ~adar
.catterins and found that the~e were (in the wO~8t case) only 3
facto~s available fo~ ta~&et discrimination. We also considered
a c10ud of randomlv oriented dipoles and showed that it has the
.ame averace reflection properties aa a combination of dihedrals
and trihedrals (with the latter tarset beinc 8lichtly more
predominant)•
It must be emphasised that our tarcet models are crossly
simplified: in practice there m~ well be 8isnificantly more
.tructu~e in the cohe~ency matrix than implied by the ~e8ult. of
this .ection. Th•••• impl. tarcet. are meant only as an
illustration of the potential application of the tarset spino~
formali•• to the cla.sification problem. Its most important
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feature i8 that it allows a processing framework in which to
anal~8e experimental data and jud~e Quantitativelv the
information contained within the polarisation si~nature.
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Conc1usions
One ot the main aims of this thesis has been the development of
a phenomenolo&ical theorv for the classification of tar~ets
based on their polarisation transformation properties. Towards
this end, we have seen that we can describe the de~rees of
freedom available in the polarisation sienature in 3 different
wavs.
For sin&le tarcets we can use the coherent acatterine
matrix (S) with its 8 deerees ot treedom. Further. we saw that
by usins the antenna coordinates and conaiderin~ only
backscatter, we could interpret these desreea of treedom as null
'"points on the Poincare sphere which, toeether, form a structure
called the polarisation fork. For the more ceneral case we
found. bowever. that 2 forks are needed; destrovins somewhat the
simPlicitv ot the tork ceometry.
The basic problem with the fork analvsis is that the
;'Poincare sphere is a wave representation _pace and we can only
represent tarcets a_ multipoint objects in this space. One ot
the central themes of this theai_ haa been the search tor a
tarcet representation space, a space where each tarcet has a
_inc1e point representation. This search has lead _uccessful1v
(tor the tirst time) to a tar~et sphere in 6 dimensions.
,
Despite their clumsv representation on the Poincare
sPhere. the null states themselves are ot sreat practical
sicniticance because of their special svmmetrv and the
possibilitv of usin~ them to maximise or minimise the radar
cross section ot a tar~et.
The second approach is acain well documented in the
literature and invloves the use ot Stokes vectors tor the
representation ot incident and scattered wavea. The resultinc 4
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x A Mueller matrix follows from the simple aseumption of
~inearit~ in the scatterin~ process. However. this matrix bears
a comp~icated re~ationship to [sl. makin~ difficu~t the
interpretation of the Mueller matrix e~ements in terms of the
tar~et null states. The main attraction of this forma1ism is
that 1n experiments we verv Often measure the Stokes vectors
directl~ and so can easilv calculate [M) usine simple linear
aleebra.
Another important difference between the Mueller calculus
and the coherent scatterine matrix is the abilitv of the former
to represent partial tareeta. However. because of the
complicated relation_hip between CS] and [M]. interpretation of
the extra information on tarcet correlations 1s difficult to
extract from [M] directlv.
All of these difficulties are relieved b~ adoptina the
taraet spinor and coherencv matrix approach to the scatterina
problem and it is this approach which represents the core of
oriainal reaearch in this thesis.
Bv usina the simple expedient of chanaina the scatterina
matrix into a taraet vector. we open up a who~e new approach to
the characterisation of polarisation prob~ems. B~ atudvin~ the
transformation propertiea of th1s vector, we have shown it to be
a verv interestina aeometrical Quantitv, a .pinor in a 6
dimensional real space. This result i_ .tronal¥ analoaous to the
,Poincare sphere representation of waves and this similaritv is
formall¥ explored usin~ croup theorv.
With this mappina Of the tarcet vector onto a rea~ sphere
we are able to do 2 thincs: first to cenerate a tar~et coherency
matrix which describes the correlation properties of partia~
tar~ets in a auch c~earer way than [M] and secondlv. we can
formall¥ relate the e~ements of the Mueller matrix to those Of
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this coherency matrix by interpreting the former as invariants
under plane rotations in this 6 dimensional tar~et space.
A third important result of usin~ the coherenc¥ matrix
formulation is the development of a tar~et decomposition theorem
which expresses a partial tar~et as the noncoherent sum of up to
4 sin~le tar~ets. ~iven b~ the ei~envectors of the coherency
matrix. This theorem has important implications for the use of
polarisation information in remote sensin~ svstems and also
allows the extraction of scatterin~ matrix data in the presence
of experimental noise. To demonstrate the advanta~es of thia
method an experimental coherent optical polarimeter was
constructed capable of measurin~ the .catterin~ matrix tor a
ranee of bistatic .catterin~ an~les (except backscatter). The
results obtained tram this svstem showed clearly the advantaees
at the coherency matrix tormulation over the Mueller matrix.
Pinally we compared the tar~et decomposition theorem with
the only other one developed in the literature (by J Buynen) and
have shown that the latter theorem i. nonphy.ical in the sense
that ~t is not unique. We conclude theretore that the only
tundamental decomposition at partial tar~ets i. via the
eieenvector analysis outlined ~n this thesia.
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APPENDIX 1: DERIVATION OF THE STOKES REFLECTION MATRIX FROM [S]
It the tar~et has .catterin~ matrix [S] then
and the wave coherency matrix transtorms as
From the properties ot the Pauli matrices
~
[Js) eLe~cri,.
i.-o
where
Writin~ this in compact torm and u.in~ the cyclic property ot
the trace operator vie1d.
I!s - '2 Tr( [.Ts ]g)
I• i Tr( [S] (.T.] [S]·'g)
I- i Tr ([J. ]~5 ) - A1.1
where
The coherency matrix ot the incident wave may also be written 1n
term. ot the Pauli matrices as
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3[J a1 = ± LTI' ([oJ I] Cf, ) er.
k'=o
and similaI'l~
3
s, - i LTI'(~s Uk )CSk
k'=o
substitutin~ in Al.l ~ields
3
! s - iLTI' (~ CS;; ) Tr ( [.'J.J 6"k )
ko-a
Thi. m~ be written in terms o~ the Stokes parameters or
incident and .cattered waves to vield
!s • ~L:Tr(~~ CSK )ek
- Lm.1'k' e k
where ark relat.s the kth Stokes parameter ot the incident
Stoke. vector to the ~th parameter or the scattered Stokes
vector. Toeether thev torm a matrix [M]. relatin~ the Stokes
vector o~ the incident wave to that or the scattered wave ie.
where
I
[M] - L;" Tr(9;~)
and
In particular
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(a••0'•• a"z • 6". )
Cfzs
~s
Which can be written
CS".cro CS.sCS", a_sCSi er_s6.
cs,s CSij cs",sCSi cr., 6z csu C5i
Cfzs C5j, cs.. s cs, Cfz, 6z or s Cf.s
OiJsdi OiJsO'", au Cfz C5isOJ
B~ takinc the trace or theae .atrice. we obtain a real matrix
[M]. the Stoke. rerlection or Mueller matrix.
Note that ror the antenna coordinate s~stem (M] has to be
.ultiplied b¥
1 000
o 1 0 0
o 0 1 0
o 0 0-1
to ¥ield a .odiried .atrix [~J (this i. to account ror the
conjueate nature or the backscattered wave).
xr we write the .atr1x (S] in the ceneral rorm
Is] -[: :]
then we can use the above result to show that the element. or
(M] are civen b~
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2ml0 = aZ+bz -cz -dz
mu = Re(a·b-c·d)
Ibo = Re( a· e+b· d )
~ = Re(a·d+b-c)
m.o '" -:la( .-c+b·d)
l1li'1 '" -I.a( .-c!+b-C)
211101= aZ_bz+cz_dz
Mol = :lm( a·b+Ctd)
IDzI = Re (a-c-btd)
Dln = :lm( a-d- bt C )
..... -xm(.·c-b-d)
mall '" Re(a-d-b·c)
whez-e we have wz-ttten a2 eo» aa- etc. and Re{a) = (a+a-Y2. I.m{a)
- t{a-a- )/2.
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APPENDIX 2: LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION OF STOKES VECTORS
The scatter1n~ of e1~enstate8 from a s1n~le tar~et may be
written as a Lorentz transformation of the form
&0' = cosh(a )~o ... sinh(a }~I
&1' = sinh(a )~o ... cosh(a )~I
If Cl ,.. Dr~ then we can rewrite this as
&0' ,.. &o(cosh(a) ...sinh(a)Or)
&1' = &0 ( sinh (a) ...cosh (a)Dr)
hence the de~ree of polarisation of the scattered wave is
~I' Dr ...tanh(a)
D.' = - =
&0' 1'" tanh(a)Dr
..G
The derivative of this function with respect to O. is ~iven as
dG 1 - tanhZ(a)
-. > 0
dO, (1....tanh (a) 0, )Z
The value of ~ for which the derivative is unitv is then ~iven
- A2.1
We can relate this to the tarcet fork an~le y bV usin~ the
relation
tanh(a) '"'
from which
1 - tanh' (a) ,.. ------
thus from A2.1 we have
1 - tan4y------0.
1 ....tan4y
------ 1 ....
1 ....tan4y
or
2tanZy - 1 - tan4y
D, =
1 - tan4y
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= - (COS2y - sinzy)
= -cos2Y
This is the value o~ incident wave de~ree of polarisation that
ma~ks the boundarv between compression and expansion.
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APPENDIX 3: THE SU(")-O, HOMOMORPHISM
In this Appendix we consider the mathematical details ot the
homomorphism between the ~roups SU(") (ie.the set ot " x A
unitar~ matrices with unit determinant) and ~. (the set of 6 x
6 real orthoeonal matrices). This homomorphism is used in
chapter 5 to develop the tareet coherency matrix.
We beein bV considerine 2 vector spaces U and V. The
tensor product U 8 V consists ot a vector space with basis
vectors
where i _ 1.2.3 •••N and ~ - 1.2.3 ••.M and N.M are the dimensions
ot U and V respectivel~. We can write a vector in such a .pace
as
N I"t
"·I:~"'j ~.& ~,
~=I ~"I
Note that dim(U & V) - dim(U).dim(V).
T~picallv. we take the ten.or product ot a apace with
it_elt ie.
which ha. ba.i. vector.
with i - 1.2.3 •.•.•N. An element in this rth order space i_
known a. an rth order tensor and LP(U.) i. called the carrier
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space tor rth order tensor product representations.
In particular. in second order tensor space LI(U.). it is
possible to torm new tensors as linear combinations ot the basis
vectors ea x e,. which are antisymmetric under an interchan~e o~
order ot subscripts. We do this by detinin~ a wedle product or
bivector as
In seneral. the number of independent basis vectors exist ins in
a full¥ antisymmetric subspace ot LP(U.) is eiven by
Nt
rl (N-r) I
IIIPor our second order tensor space there are therefore ~ (N-1)
.uch basis vectors. In particular. we note that if N • 4 then
This i. our first important result towards establishine
the required homomorphi.m: b~ lettina U - ~ (the 4 dimensional
complex space) and fo:rmina the exterior alaebra La (~ ). we can
establish a mappins from a • into a 6 dimensional (complex)
space.
Let the basis in C. be !•• !It ~. and !•. The basi. in
LI (~) i. then
tl .,el A e..... .... -
t ... ~." 8.
Given a matrix [A] in SL(4). we have
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where (A]e is the ith column or (A] and so,
This mappin~ corresponds to a 6 x 6 matrix [W]. the 36 elements
or which are derived rrom the 36 2 x 2 minors or [A] e~. ~,
comes rrom (e,1\ Cb ) with (e, 1\ ez) anc:1i8 ~iven b;V the minor- - --
rormed b;v rows 1 and 2 with columns 1 and 2 ie.
WII = a" au - a'2a21
In ceneral. the 1~th e1ement or [Wl is round b;v calculatin~ the
2 x 2 minor ror.ed rrom the corre.pondinc rowa and columna or
[Al. Note that [W) w111 not in ~eneral be ortho~onal.
To extend this result we now conaider the hi~her exterior
and
In ceneral, r x r minora are involved in the exterior al~ebra
LP(U~). lr r = N. there is onlv 1 basis vector. called the
volume element a••ociated with the basis (el,~ •••••• e.). For....... "'"
[Ali SU(4). det«(A) - 1 and so when all 4 terms in the volume
element are distinct their coerricient is 1. whereas the
coerr1cient is 0 for all combinations which have repeated
indiee. (beeaus. A.A. e· - 0).
JII;. ~ ..
If 2 b1vectors x and ;v are identified with 2 vectors in
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C. ie.
then the "-vector x 1\ ~ is eiven by~
where the basis can be identi~ied a8 the volume element o~
This can be shown Quite easil~ b~ tormin~ the w.d~e product ot
the 8ix basi. vectors !i civen earlier and notinc that an~ term
containinc component. ot the ~orm ~~~~. - o.
Note that there i. a c~clic permutation o~ orderinc in ~
and BO to obtain a .calar product in C. we cone1dez. not (w)' [w] •
but
[Wl'(P] [w]
where
II i. the 3 x 3 identity mat~ix and [P) permutes the rows o~ [W]
as required. Since we are considerinc SU(4). the matrix product
[W]T[P)[W) will have 1 in positions 1". 25 etc. where 4 distinct
basis vectors occur and zero elaewhere. hence
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[wJ' [p] [W] = [p]
Now. if [A] is un! tar-;y(A]-'lA] = :I4and we know [A] -. [W).
(Al·' -. [WP' then
but ~ _,.~ and 80 [W] is un!tal';Y.:Inol'del'to show the mappina
of SU(l) into ~. we have to deve10p a mappin~ of (A] into a
l'eal 0l'thoaona1 Matrix. not into [W]. We can deve10p such a
matrix as fo1lows: define a matl'ix (Q]b;y
(Q)Z = [p] [Q] = [Q)T
Note that [PP - ~ the 6 x 6 itlentit;yanti so
[Q)4 = [PP = I.
therefore
Now consider a .imilal'it;ytransformation ot [W] b;y (Q]ie.
[Q] [W] (Q]-'
then (droppina the bracket. arountl matrices tor notational
convenience)
(QWQ-a )' (QWQ-') = QIW'PWQI
- '" PC! = I.
and .0 QWq-' :1.orthoaona1. Thus A -+ QWQ-I :1sa mappina from
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SL(A) to SO(6) over C. We wi11 define [Q) exp1icit1v as
II~Q - (1-i)/2 ill iI;,]II
We now have on1v to prove that QW~I ls rea1 ortho~ona1. To do
thi8, we need to show that it i8 unitarv as we11 as orthoeona1
ie. that
Proof
but
"" = PQ = (1-i)/2 [
ill IIJ
I. ill
[::10-1::] . Q'
and
et • etT • ( 1+ i )/2
a180
therefore
- QI. "" = x.
hence QWQ-I is both unitarv and orthoeona1 and 80 must be rea1
orthoeonal &s required ror the homomorphism.
In 8ummarv, we can map an element of SU(A) into a 6 x 6
real orthoconal matrix bv
PAGE /l. 11.
1) Formin~ a 6 x 6 complex matrix [W] from the minors of
[A] •
2) Calculatin~ QWQ-I. which is a ~eal 6 x 6 ortho20nal
mat~ix.
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APPENDIX b: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN [T,] an~ [M]
B~ expan~in~ the scatterin~ matrix S (we will drop the brackets
around matrices tor notational convenience) in terms of the
Pauli rin~. we can express it as a vector ~
I
k - ~Tr(S~)
The Mueller matrix M is related to S b~
Xn this APpendix we will .how that this can also be written
m . •....
I
i:Tr(Tcl> .
1t."J
where the .ixteen matrices 1are the ~eneratora ot SU(4) plus
the axa identity (.ee ticure 26). To prove this we need one kev
resulta the product ot 2 matrices SI and Sa yieldS a new matrix
~ which haa a corl'esponcSinevectol' ~I eiven by
where r al'e the .et of matrices 'il to 1.I (see p'i~ul'e26) and ~••
I:; are the tal'cet vectol's corl'espondin~ to S. and Sio
With this I'e.ult we can wl'ite
S. OJ
whel'e ~ corl'e.pond. to S. Similarly
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TO~.S.~. ="Lt.!t
We now note that if S ~ k then S·' 7 k· an~ the t~ace of the
matrix product Sa. Sz is sciven bV
Tr (Sa • Sz) = ka'. ~
Hence we have that
but .~j ia a scalar. so we can take its trace and use the c~clic
propert~ of trace operator. to rewrite this a.
Plnall~ we note that
and hence our desired reault that the elementa of the Mueller
matrix are elven b~ the expansion ot the coherenc~ matrix in
terms ot the aet of cenerators q .
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